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FUTURE OF MEDICARE ADVANTAGE HEALTH PLANS

THURSDAY, JULY 24, 2014

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in Room 1100, Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Kevin Brady [Chairman of the Subcommitte] presiding.
[The advisory announcing the hearing follows:]
**ADVISORY**

FROM THE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

July 17, 2014

No. HH-14

Chairman Brady Announces Hearing on the Future of Medicare Advantage Health Plans

House Committee on Ways and Means Health Subcommittee Chairman Kevin Brady (R-TX) today announced that the Subcommittee on Health will hold a hearing to examine the status of the Medicare Advantage (MA) program and the impact of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) on the MA program. The hearing will take place on Thursday, July 24, 2014 in 1100 Longworth House Office Building, beginning at 10:00 A.M.

In view of the limited time available to hear from witnesses, oral testimony at this hearing will be from invited witnesses only. However, any individual or organization not scheduled for an oral appearance may submit a written statement for consideration by the Committee and for inclusion in the printed record of the hearing. A list of witnesses will follow and be posted on the Committee’s website prior to the start of the hearing.

**BACKGROUND:**

Private health plans have served Medicare beneficiaries from the early years of the program and were strengthened through the 2003 Medicare Modernization Act with the creation of the Medicare Advantage program. The MA program now has nearly 16 million seniors in private Medicare plans, about one in four Medicare beneficiaries in 2012.

However, the program is now facing significant challenges because of the ACA. According to estimates by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), the ACA will cut $308 billion from the MA program by 2023. CBO estimated that those beneficiaries who remain in MA will lose $816 worth of additional supplemental benefits they would have otherwise received in 2019. As a report by the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) noted, over 23% of seniors enrolled in Medicare Advantage are low-income, dual eligible seniors as of data in 2012, and could face the most significant impact as a result of those reductions.

The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has taken steps to mitigate the ACA’s payment cuts through its MA Star Demonstration Program and by utilizing a new
payment methodology regarding Medicare Sustainable Growth Rate. However, because of the ongoing transition to the new benchmarks established by the ACA, which will not be fully phased in until 2017, the independent and non-partisan Medicare Trustees have reported that enrollment in MA plans will begin to decline in 2015.

In announcing the hearing, Chairman Brady stated, “Over the past decade enrollment in Medicare Advantage has tripled, and today more than half of new seniors chose a Medicare Advantage plan to receive their Medicare benefits. These plans are particularly popular with low income and minority seniors since these plans provide high quality and low cost care. Seniors that select Medicare Advantage plans are highly satisfied with the coverage and benefits they receive.

But now the health plan options favored by the nearly 16 million seniors, particularly some of the most vulnerable groups of seniors, are being threatened by cuts in the Affordable Care Act and onerous regulations. Understanding the successful structure of the MA program and the compounding challenges the program is facing, is key to ensuring seniors now and into the future have access to plans they want that best meet their needs.”

FOCUS OF THE HEARING:
The hearing will examine the current status of the MA program, and the effects of the Affordable Care Act to the program and its impact on seniors enrolled in MA.

DETAILS FOR SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN COMMENTS:
Please Note: Any person(s) and/or organization(s) wishing to submit for the hearing record must follow the appropriate link on the hearing page of the Committee website and complete the informational forms. From the Committee homepage, http://waysandmeans.house.gov, select “Hearings.” Select the hearing for which you would like to submit, and click on the link entitled, “Click here to provide a submission for the record.” Once you have followed the online instructions, submit all requested information. ATTACH your submission as a Word document, in compliance with the formatting requirements listed below, by the close of business on Thursday, August 7, 2014. Finally, please note that due to the change in House mail policy, the U.S. Capitol Police will refuse sealed-package deliveries to all House Office Buildings. For questions, or if you encounter technical problems, please call (202) 225-1721 or (202) 225-3625.

FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS:
The Committee relies on electronic submissions for printing the official hearing record. As always, submissions will be included in the record according to the discretion of the Committee. The Committee will not alter the content of your submission, but we reserve the right to format it according to our guidelines. Any submission provided to the Committee by a witness, any supplementary materials submitted for the printed record, and any written comments in response to a request for written comments must conform to the guidelines listed below. Any submission or supplementary item not in compliance with these guidelines will not be printed, but will be maintained in the Committee files for review and use by the Committee.
Chairman BRADY. Good morning, everyone. The subcommittee will come to order.

Today we will hear testimony regarding the Medicare Advantage Program. We will hear about these private plans that are chosen by an increasing number of seniors, and we will hear about how these private plans can combine high quality and low costs.

We will look to the future of the popular program and ask: when scheduled cuts to Medicare Advantage Plans in the Affordable Care Act take place, can these popular plans continue to effectively serve seniors?

Will the policies of the Obama Administration narrow choice and plan flexibility, further impacting our seniors?

Since seniors were first given the option to select a private health plan to receive their Medicare benefits, they have shown a strong preference for these plans. Over the past decade, enrollment in Medicare Advantage has tripled. Of new enrollees, more than half choose a Medicare Advantage Plan over traditional fee-for-service. Today nearly 16 million seniors are receiving their benefits through these private plans.

Medicare Advantage Plans are particularly popular with low income and minority seniors since these insurance plans are able to provide caps on out-of-pocket costs, coordination of care for seniors, and more predictable costs. The seniors that choose these plans are highly satisfied with the coverage and the benefits they receive.

Unfortunately, many of our elderly could lose access to the plans they have and like because of cuts that are just beginning to hit that are part of the President’s Affordable Care Act.

Knowing just how unpopular these cuts were with the seniors that select these plans, the White House, acting through a new
demonstration program and other regulatory actions, masked and delayed the impact of initial stages of the $300 billion in cuts through the November 2012 elections. Those political delays are over. The difficult reality is 2015 is now upon us, and millions of seniors who rely on the Medicare Advantage Program may be in jeopardy of losing their plan, their doctor, and the financial protection and benefits they have chosen.

The future for Medicare Advantage may look grim. The questionable $8.3 billion quality bonus payment demonstration program used to mask ACA cuts is now coming to an end. In addition, the new payment methodology for Medicare Advantage Plans that assume Congress will fix the way Medicare pays physicians is only temporary. This leaves the looming threat to Medicare Advantage Plan rates could again include the broken physician reimbursement formula unless we finally and permanently fix the way Medicare pays our physicians.

So instead of improving the situation, CMS’ regulatory actions are threatening plans through potential termination and limiting their ability to innovate. For example, plans serving largely low-income populations find themselves struggling to meet the demands of the Medicare Advantage Star Rating Program. That could place them in jeopardy of being terminated in this coming year, just weeks before open enrollment is to begin.

Ironically, high performing Medicare Advantage Plans are also in the cross hairs. Plans that have consistently found ways to be rated highly in the star system now find themselves unsure of what supplemental benefits they must cut going forward due to backwards incentives under the benchmark cap created by the ACA.

As many of us predicted following the passage of the controversial Affordable Care Act, seniors and Medicare Advantage health plans have not yet experienced the full impact of these cuts, and as the full impact of these cuts is felt in the coming years, could millions of seniors be forced out of plans they have and they like?

A report released Monday by the American Action Network has mapped out likely benefit cuts per Medicare senior by congressional district, which I would like to enter for the record.

And without objection, so ordered.

[The information follows:]
Chairman BRADY. The report points to one glaring conclusion. Seniors in every district in America, Republican or Democrat, now face damaging cuts to their health care and pharmacy benefits they selected because it fits their needs. The Medicare Advantage Program is popular among our Nation’s seniors because it provides seniors with choices to select a plan that best fits their needs.

We need to ensure seniors continue to have this valuable option. It is no surprise then that many Members of Congress, even our colleagues in the Senate, have recognized the challenges facing seniors and have come out in bipartisan opposition to further cuts to Medicare Advantage.

Today you will hear from witnesses who will tell us the current picture of Medicare Advantage, the good, the bad and, yes, maybe even the ugly, and I am confident that as we look forward and work together we can break down barriers and improve Medicare
Advantage for America’s seniors who depend upon these critical plans.

The ACA brings a new level of uncertainty to those who depend on Medicare Advantage, and the time is now to consider the feature of these Medicare programs and the importance Medicare Advantage Plans play for a growing number of seniors.

This Subcommittee will hold the Administration accountable to carefully examine the impact that any changes to Medicare health plans will have on seniors, the Medicare Program itself, and ultimately on taxpayers. We must work together to make sure that our Nation’s seniors continue to have choices in their care and benefits.

I recognize the Ranking Member, Dr. McDermott, for the purposes of an opening statement.

And I ask unanimous consent that all members’ written statements be included in the record.

Without objection, so ordered.

I now recognize the Ranking Member, Dr. McDermott, for five minutes for the purposes of his opening statement. Doctor.

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you for holding this hearing.

There is a good story to tell about the Medicare Advantage Program, and I am pleasantly surprised by my colleagues across the aisle having provided a stage for us to do that. I kind of wondered what it was about, but as I listened to the chairman, I realized it was more of the skewer tactics of the past.

Before we get to the good news about the program, we have to hear a lot of specious claims about the ACA’s effect on Medicare Advantage, but the truth is somewhat entirely different. Thanks to the changes made by the ACA, both Medicare Advantage and traditional Medicare are on a much stronger footing, and we will hear that from the report from the Trustee shortly.

Since the passage of ACA, the MA Program has seen record high enrollment, with more than 15 million Medicare beneficiaries enrolling in the MA plan. Thirty percent of all Medicare beneficiaries are enrolled in Medicare Advantage at this point.

Since the passage of the ACA, premiums have been reduced or held steady. In total, Medicare Advantage premiums have fallen 14.3 percent. That means the average Medicare enrollee pays $31 per month. Underlying Medicare Advantage benefits have been increased in both MA and in traditional Medicare, meaning that the plans have more money to spend on these benefits. Those are the facts.

Now, one of the key improvements of the ACA made to MA was to cut down on overpayments that were threatening the solvency of the program. Thanks to misguided provisions put in by the Republicans’ 2003 prescription drug legislation, the Federal Government was paying plans an average of 114 percent of the cost of traditional Medicare. That is 14 percent more than if people had stayed in Medicare. They were breaking the program.

Independent analysis from the GAO, Medpac, and countless others point out that the wasteful spending was putting Medicare on an unsustainable course. To fix this, the ACA improved how we calculate payment rates. These reforms have brought payments to
more in line with the costs of traditional Medicare, while emphasizing efficiency and quality.

Even though we have reduced Medicare Advantage overpayments, insurance companies are doing just fine. Which insurance company has gone in the tank in the last five years? Their stock prices have surged, and their profits continue to grow.

Reducing Medicare overpayments has also improved the Medicare Trust solvency and helped drive down Medicare spending. It is a fact that overall per capita growth in Medicare spending is at record lows, thanks to ACA. The savings, most of which were recommended from nonpartisan experts, including Medpac and others, come from changes to payments for plans and providers.

Despite their rhetoric, my colleagues on the other side must have thought they were well justified, too. In fact, every Republican on this dais has voted multiple times in favor of these very same cuts as part of the Reagan—Ryan budget. Reagan, Ryan, it is all the same. They are Irish.

At other times my Republican colleagues have been known to claim these savings have come at the expense of beneficiaries. That is false. We have increased benefits both in Medicare Advantage and traditional Medicare by expanding preventive care, eliminating cost sharing for preventive care, and improving coverage for prescription drugs.

My colleagues across the aisle also talk about declining choice and access in Medicare Advantage Plans, but the reality is that beneficiaries have more access to Medicare Advantage Plans. More than 99 percent of eligible beneficiaries have access to an MA plan, and the average beneficiary has the option to choose between 18 plans. That is not a loss of choice.

Given these facts, it does not sound to me that the program is having any real difficulty. So I am very interested to hear the witnesses.

And thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman BRADY. Thank you.

Today we are joined by four witnesses:

Chris Wing, Chief Executive Officer at SCAN Health Plans;

Dr. Jeff Burnich, the Senior Vice President and Executive Officer at Sutter Medical Network, testifying on behalf of the CAPG; Robert Book, Senior Research Director of the Health Systems Innovation Network, and Healthcare and Economics Expert at the American Action Forum;

And Joe Baker, President of the Medicare Rights Center.

Mr. Wing, you are now recognized for five minutes, and welcome.

STATEMENT OF CHRIS WING, CEO OF SCAN HEALTH PLANS

Mr. WING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

My name is Chris Wing, and I am the CEO of SCAN Health Plans. SCAN was founded in 1977 in Long Beach, California, by senior citizen advocates. Their mission back there was very elegant: help seniors stay healthy and independent.

I am happy to say that 37 years later we have the exact same mission statement. With our focus on our mission statement and the unique and disparate needs of seniors, since they are not a homogenous group, we have now emerged as one of the fastest grow-
ing MA plans in the Nation, and we are the fourth largest not-for-profit MAPD plan in the Nation.

SCAN and our provider partners now care for 170,000 seniors, up from 120,000 just three years ago. We care for the healthy, the poor, the chronically ill, the disabled, and those in their last days of life.

We provide unique products, medical care, and services tailored to meet the very unique and disparate needs of today’s seniors. In fact, 30,000 of our members have chosen to participate with us through special need plans. We have C–SNPs or chronic special need plans to care for members with diabetes, heart disease, and end stage renal disease.

We have an institutional I–SNP specialty plan for members who are nursing home certifiable, and we also have D–SNPs that offer integration and care for members who are both eligible for Medicare and dually eligible. These are some of the most frail and underserved members in our Nation.

We think the diversity of these plan offerings is a major reason why Medicare Advantage has become such a great public policy. So whether you are healthy and yearn for a discounted gym membership or you require an integrated care team to help you deal with a chronic, complex illness, Medicare Advantage has a plan for you.

As Congressman McDermott mentioned, now 30 percent of seniors across the country are now enrolled in Medicare Advantage. In my home State, that is 38 percent, and actually based on an article from Health Affairs, now half of every Medicare beneficiary becoming eligible for the program is now selecting Medicare Advantage.

Perhaps the growth of Medicare Advantage is due to affordability. For our members in 2014, 90 percent of them pay no monthly premium. Perhaps it is because of low cost use for going to primary care physicians. Eighty percent of our current members have absolutely no copay for seeing a primary care physician. This is extremely important for seniors who have frail health or are on a fixed income. We do not want to create any economic barriers to see their primary care physician.

Perhaps the growth of MA is due to quality. Virtually all of the quality measurements now point to Medicare Advantage being better than traditional Medicare, better on diabetes testing, better on breast cancer screening, better on antidepressant medication management, and better on reducing hospital re-admit rates. No wonder people are voting with their feet and choosing MA.

With that being said, there are significant clouds on the horizon. Over the past few years the MA Program has sustained a series of significant funding cuts. These include the $2.5 billion cut as part of the American Tax Relief Act; and two percent sequestration cut that went into effect last year; and the $200 billion worth of cuts coming from the Affordable Care Act.

Some seniors have already begun, and I am talking about SCAN seniors, to feel the impact of these cuts with higher out-of-pocket costs, reduced benefits, and more limited provider choice. However, many more seniors in the future will be impacted as the vast majority of these cuts, almost 80 percent, occur in future years.

Now plans of providers are adapting and evolving to these cuts. We have no choice, and it is good that we are doing it. Some of the
larger plans are vertically integrating to create synergies in costs and care savings. SCAN is pursuing a more collaborative approach with the bigger systems in Arizona and California.

We are a not-for-profit, mission driven company, and we have enjoyed the trust of our provider groups for 37 years. So we have started an initiative called Provider Integration where we collaborate with the 14 best and biggest groups on the West Coast, and the goal really is how can we work together to improve the model.

The initial focus was on the CMS star program, and in just one year we took our star’s rating in California from 3.5 to 4.5. That is a big deal.

But our seamless quality bonus can offset only so much of the cuts. So as Congress and CMS developed Medicare policy, we would ask you to be vigilant regarding the stability of Medicare Advantage. Reimbursement rates cannot continue their recent steep decline. As plans, we will work to minimize and mitigate as much of the impact as possible as we become more efficient, but we ask the Congress and CMS to do their best to keep payment rates as stable as possible.

CMS should also keep the five-star bonus program stable. As I mentioned, the CMS quality bonus program is probably the biggest sea change event that has changed the focus on quality in my 30 years on managed care.

Chairman BRADY. Mr. Wing, I apologize. The time has expired for the opening statement. So thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Wing follows:]
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I. Introduction

Chairman Brady, Ranking Member McDermott, and members of the subcommittee, I am Chris Wing, Chief Executive Officer of SCAN Health Plan (SCAN). SCAN is the fourth largest not-for-profit Medicare Advantage Prescription Drug (MA-PD) plan in the United States, serving approximately 170,000 members in California and Arizona. While most of SCAN’s members are over the age of 65, we also provide care to some younger, disabled individuals who are dually-eligible for Medicare and Medicaid benefits (“dual eligibles”).

We appreciate this opportunity to testify on the successes and benefits of the Medicare Advantage (MA) program. MA plans have pioneered successful strategies to manage the care of seniors with complex health needs. By emphasizing prevention and wellness through primary care, MA plans help beneficiaries achieve better health outcomes. Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) lacks the infrastructure necessary to support the coordination across provider networks that MA plans use to address beneficiaries’ unique needs. In fact, a recent *American Journal of Managed Care* study found that MA plans outperformed FFS in 9 out of 11 clinical quality measures.1 This means that MA beneficiaries received the level of care recommended by a physician with greater frequency than patients in FFS, for 9 of the 11 procedures studied.

Our testimony includes the following:

- An introduction to SCAN and the people we serve;
- Examples of how MA increases the value proposition of Medicare;
- An explanation of how MA program flexibility enables plans to more holistically serve Medicare beneficiaries;
- Evidence that MA exceeds FFS on quality of care;
- A discussion of how the alignment of incentives is encouraging plan and provider collaboration; and
- Recommendations to encourage the continued success of the program.

II. SCAN Health Plan

SCAN has a long history of serving older adults with complex health situations. SCAN was founded in 1977 by a group of Long Beach, California senior citizen activists who were frustrated by a lack of access to health and social services that addressed their unique needs. They specifically wanted assurance that they could continue living in their own homes, even if their declining health qualified them for a nursing home. SCAN’s mission today is the same as it was then: to develop innovative ways to help our members manage their health and live independently. For more than two decades, SCAN participated in Medicare’s Social HMO Demonstration, incorporating long-term services and supports (LTSS) with a comprehensive program of assessment and care management. It was through our experience as a Social HMO that SCAN developed an expertise in crafting benefits and services of particular importance to persons with special care requirements.

Because of the complex nature of our members’ health conditions, SCAN has created a care management model that emphasizes prevention and early intervention, with a keen focus on medication management. Our model spans the continuum of a beneficiary’s health status. Our disease management programs focus on recognizing disease-specific symptoms and actions to take, when to call the doctor or seek urgent/emergent care, nutrition, self-

management and healthy behaviors, advance care planning, and medication management. Highly-trained care teams address the complex needs of the chronically ill population, and each program is coordinated with all others to ensure safe and effective care transitions between all levels of care and providers. All those involved work together in offering a person-centered, holistic approach for persons with multiple, complex, and ongoing care needs. The New England Journal of Medicine has cited SCAN’s model as an example of a successful investment in primary care to provide better care at reduced costs through reductions in the use of hospitals and emergency rooms.2

III. Medicare Advantage as a Value-Add Proposition

The MA program has seen exponential growth and increased popularity over the last few years. As of March 2014, 30 percent of the Medicare population resides in MA, a total of 15.7 million beneficiaries.3 That is a year-over-year increase of 10 percent, and a 41 percent increase since March 2010.4 In my home state of California, about 38 percent of Medicare beneficiaries are currently enrolled in MA.5 Perhaps most notable is the percentage of newly-eligible Medicare beneficiaries who are choosing MA – more than half, according to a January 2014 Health Affairs article.6 It is clear that beneficiaries, especially younger beneficiaries, are voting with their feet for the benefits, the flexibility, and the comprehensive coverage that MA plans offer. It is expected that MA will only gain popularity as the Baby Boom generation – who are accustomed to the benefits and infrastructure of managed care organizations – continues to age into Medicare.

There are specific reasons for this significant growth. Medicare Advantage plans provide extra benefits and services that are not included in the Medicare FFS program, such as:

- Case management services
- Disease management programs
- Coordinated care programs
- Wellness and prevention programs
- Enriched Part D benefits
- Vision, hearing, and dental benefits coordinated with medical service

Many plans now offer personal health records to afford beneficiaries greater control over their health information. In addition, many Medicare Advantage plans offer all these additional benefits with either zero or low premium, making the program even more attractive to potential enrollees. In fact, in 2013, 55 percent of MA beneficiaries nationwide were enrolled in plans with zero premiums.7 Nearly 90 percent of SCAN’s members do not pay a premium as part of their plans, and over 80 percent pay $0 copays for visits with their primary care physicians. This is important not only because it saves seniors money, but also because of the benefits it brings

4 Ibid.
to both the patient and the health system as a whole. A study published in the *New England Journal of Medicine* observed that as copayments for ambulatory care increased, elderly patients made fewer outpatient visits and experienced more hospital admissions.⁸

MA plans continue to be a vital source of coverage for low-income and minority beneficiaries. In 2011, 31 percent of African-American Medicare beneficiaries and 38 percent of Hispanic beneficiaries were enrolled in Medicare Advantage plans.⁹ Forty-one (41) percent of Medicare beneficiaries with Medicare Advantage plans had incomes below $20,000; for comparison, 37 percent of all Medicare beneficiaries had incomes below $20,000.¹⁰

### IV. Greater Flexibility for Beneficiaries

With the availability of such additional benefits tied to lower out-of-pocket costs, it is no surprise that beneficiaries are increasingly opting to receive their care through MA instead of through FFS, which was designed in the mid-20th century.

Perhaps most notably, Medicare Advantage allows plans to develop coordinated programs focused on individuals with particularly complex health conditions. These “Special Needs Plans” (SNPs), established by the Medicare Modernization Act of 2003, exclusively serve one of three types of special needs individuals: (1) institutionalized beneficiaries, or individuals living in the community who require an equivalent level of care (i-SNPs); (2) dual eligibles (D-SNPs); and/or (3) beneficiaries with severe chronic conditions (C-SNPs).¹¹

Because SNPs target their enrollments to particular patient populations, they can design programs that meet a group’s unique health care needs and successfully reduce hospitalizations and institutionalizations. SNPs are subject to strict requirements and oversight from CMS and the National Council on Quality Assurance to evaluate quality of care. The advantages of SNPs to beneficiaries and public payors alike are evident in the results of the SNP Alliance’s Annual Member Profile. The most recent profile shows that the SNPs profiled serve significantly more complex, high-needs beneficiaries than those in Medicare FFS. For example, while the average risk score, as calculated by CMS through its Hierarchical Condition Category system, for FFS beneficiaries living in institutions was 1.84, SNP Alliance members’ median risk score for i-SNPs was 2.23, with an upper range of 2.45. The average risk score for SNP Alliance fully-integrated D-SNPs was 1.49 compared to 1.27 for dual eligibles in FFS. SNP Alliance plans also serve a higher percentage of people with what the National Quality Forum defines as "high-impact conditions." Despite these significantly higher risk levels, SNP Alliance members have been highly effective in reducing hospital utilization, readmissions, and emergency room visits.

Because SCAN’s members are, overall, older, and frailer than the average Medicare beneficiary, the availability of targeted, coordinated care options is particularly important. SCAN offers i-SNPs, D-SNPs, and C-SNPs to our members, with a total SNP enrollment of approximately 30,000 individuals. A host of case management services is available to enrolees in a SCAN SNP, including the creation of a personal care plan, assistance transitioning safely home after a

---


¹⁰ Ibid.

hospitalization, disease management, and medication therapy management. Approximately 10,000 of our members are dual eligibles enrolled in one of SCAN’s D-SNPs. In addition to the case management services available to other SNP members, D-SNP enrollees have access to a Personal Assistance Line (PAL) Unit. SCAN provides these dual eligibles with a “PAL,” a member services representative who speaks their language and provides additional assistance in navigating the complexities of the Medicare and Medicaid programs. PALS act as liaisons between the member and SCAN staff, medical groups, providers, and community-based organizations, ensuring that the member has access to the services and supports that he or she needs.

This unique care management model has proven effective in improving patient health outcomes. A March 2012 study conducted by Avalere Health found:

- Comparing HEDIS 30-day All-Cause Readmissions Rates between dual eligibles enrolled in a SCAN Health Plan D-SNP versus Medicare FFS dual eligibles, SCAN’s dual eligibles had a hospital readmission rate that was 25 percent lower than a similar cohort of California FFS dual eligibles.

- SCAN also scored better than Medicare FFS on ARHQ’s Prevention Quality Indicator (PQI) Overall Composite, demonstrating a 14 percent lower hospital inpatient admission rate for conditions that compose the composite measure, including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), congestive heart failure, and bacterial pneumonia.

The study also found a potential for significant cost savings tied to the improvement in health status of SCAN’s D-SNP enrollees. Based on the results of a matched cohort analysis, if California FFS duals had the same hospitalizations and readmissions rates as SCAN’s duals, this would result in at least $50 million in annual savings to Medicare FFS in California.\footnote{\footnote{\footnote{Dual Eligible Population Analysis for SCAN Health Plan: Hospitalizations and Readmissions,} Avalere Health LLC, March 2012.}} Avalere based the calculation on expected reduced hospitalizations and re-hospitalizations for the 5,500 FFS dual members it examined in the CMS five percent sample, multiplied by 20 to approximate the impact to the full California FFS duals population. Avalere has said that savings could be greater across the entire California duals population if additional FFS duals matched the SCAN members’ conditions.

V. Quality

The additional benefits and emphasis on care coordination found in Medicare Advantage translate into much more effective care compared to traditional Medicare. As mentioned above, a recent study in the American Journal of Managed Care discovered that MA plans outperformed FFS Medicare in 9 out of 11 clinical quality measures.
The findings of this study reveal that breast cancer screening rates were approximately 15 percentage points higher in MA than in FFS. The quality of diabetes care received by beneficiaries was approximately four to 10 percentage points higher in MA across the four measures studied [rates of eye exams, A1C testing, LDL (cholesterol) testing, and nephropathy (kidney) screening or ongoing treatment]. Antidepressant medication management rates were 13 to 14 percentage points higher in MA. Receipt of beta-blockers prescription after discharge for AMI (heart attack) was nearly seven percentage points higher in MA, and LDL (cholesterol) testing for patients with cardiovascular disease was 7 to 8 points higher as well.

The positive effects of MA care coordination programs transcend specific episodes of care. Analysis of a large sample of administrative claims data found that the 30-day readmission rate for hospitalized MA patients was about 14.5 percent in the 2006-2008 period, about 22 percent lower than that for FFS. Taking into account adjustments for readmission risk and disability entitlement status, the MA readmission rate was about still 13 to 20 percent lower than FFS.

SCAN and other MA plans take such benchmarking very seriously. We are constantly measuring ourselves to see how we are fulfilling the Triple Aim: improving the individual experience of care, improving the health of populations, and reducing the per capita cost of care. At SCAN, we actually reward our executives and other employees financially based on metrics that represent these goals. That is one reason why we are seeing high levels of patient satisfaction (97 percent among duals, for example), quality improvement going from 3.5 to 4.5 Stars in one year, and cost savings translating into higher benefits vs. FFS (for example, a $59 additional actuarial value per member per month in Part D benefits).

VI. Encouraging Creative Collaboration

One aspect of the Affordable Care Act that has not received enough attention is the Medicare Advantage Quality Bonus Program, which rewards plans that meet quality benchmarks of 4 Stars and higher. For the first time, CMS has begun paying plans based on quality of care as measured through HEDIS, HOS, and CAHPS. Plans and beneficiaries are responding to this incentive. In 2014, more than a third of MA contracts are now 4+ Stars, compared to 14

percent in 2011.\textsuperscript{14} Even more impressive, 53 percent of Medicare Advantage beneficiaries are now enrolled in plans with four or more stars, compared to just 24 percent in 2011, according to the Department of Health and Human Services.\textsuperscript{15}

The Quality Bonus Program has encouraged plans and providers to work together to hit quality benchmarks, especially in California where they frequently share financial risk for beneficiaries. Under the California Model, as it is called, plans pay providers a capitated amount of the premium to manage beneficiaries’ medical benefits. Physicians and other providers have a natural incentive to provide efficient care under capitation. However, new developments are making closer collaboration between plans and providers essential to survival. A series of financial challenges — sequestration, rate cuts, an across-the-board penalty on coding intensity, the new HCC model, and specialty drug trends — are financially squeezing both plans and providers. Achieving 4 Stars and above to earn that bonus payment and mitigate at least some of the cuts is driving plans and providers to hit CMS’ metrics and provide optimal care.

To give you some idea of the growing level of Physician-Plan collaboration, SCAN invited the leadership of 14 independent physician groups and health systems that serve SCAN’s membership to test their interest in forming a joint effort to improve systems of care for the chronically ill population we collectively serve. We created a forum that would enable us to learn from each other and possibly make joint, cross-organizational investments to support improvement.

Given that the 5 Star Quality Bonus is earned by SCAN across its membership, it would not be enough for a best practice to focus on one or another of our contracted provider groups. Rather, we recognize that all boats must rise together if the SCAN network is to be rewarded by the Quality Bonus Program. The fact that SCAN and the 14 providers operate in markets where we compete against Kaiser Permanente, a well-respected 5 Star Medicare Advantage plan that uses the staff model Permanente Medical Group as its exclusive physician group, also provided us with a focal point to get the community-based physician group leaders’ competitive juices flowing.

With the Quality Bonus Program providing the impetus to come together, the SCAN Provider Integration Steering Committee was formed and articulated the following goals:

- SCAN will achieve at least 4 Star results in the CMS Quality Bonus Program and strive for 5 Stars, seeking improvement in clinical quality measures and member satisfaction;
- Continue to grow the SCAN product by offering the communities we serve affordable products that meet the needs of Medicare beneficiaries, including those that are healthy and active as well as those living with multiple chronic conditions and becoming increasingly frail;
- Research, encourage and support geriatric best practices across all physician groups to improve care and then make the findings publicly available, and
- Improve administrative efficiencies between SCAN and our provider partners, with a particular focus on data exchange that can support better systems of care and service for our mutual customers.


\textsuperscript{15} Ibid
VII. Recommendations

Medicare Advantage is an excellent program, but it is far from perfect. There are actions that Congress and CMS could take to make it better. At the same time, Congress and CMS should be on guard that they do not take actions that undermine the stability and effectiveness of the program. Here are a few items that are top of mind:

- **Rate stability:** Over the past few years, the MA program has sustained a series of significant, statutorily-mandated funding reductions. These include a $2.5 billion cut as part of the American Tax Relief Act of 2012, a two percent funding reduction via sequestration mandated by the Budget Control Act of 2013, and over $200 billion worth of cuts from the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Seniors have begun to feel the impact of these cuts in higher out-of-pocket costs, reduced benefits, and winnowing choice. The impact will likely become more manifest as the vast majority (80 percent) of the ACA-mandated cuts take effect in the future. As plans work to optimize coverage in an environment of diminishing resources, CMS must keep payment rates to MA plans stable. A February 2014 report from Oliver Wyman predicted that cuts of the magnitude proposed in CMS' 2015 advance notice would result in a "high degree of disruption in the MA market," including the "potential for plan exits, reductions in service areas, reduced benefits, provider network changes, and MA plan disenrollment." Thankfully, beneficiary outcry and strong bipartisan, bicameral opposition mitigated some of those cuts. But payments to the program should, at the very least, be held stable to prevent disruption and ensure that the programs upon which seniors have come to rely remain viable.

- **CMS Stars stability:** The CMS 5 Star ratings program is a powerful incentive for plans to adapt their practices to meet specific quality metrics. However, the lag between experience, reporting, and quality rating presents a challenge for plans, particularly given the dynamic nature of the Star ratings criteria year to year. Stars-based payments for a given year are based on data collected three years earlier. For example, a plan's payment in 2015 will reflect its 2014 Star rating, which is based on data collected between January 2012 and June 2013 (estimated). Because CMS makes changes to the criteria, as well as to the weighting of the criteria, each year, plans may make certain investments to comply with measures that cease to exist before those investments are realized. To ensure that Star ratings reflect plans' actual performance on those measures, CMS should hold the criteria as stable as possible.

- **Part D benefit flexibility:** We are coming upon a time when emerging medications can actually cure a patient's disease, not simply make life bearable for a few more months or years. The challenge for government and the health care community will be: how can we afford these miracle drugs which may help one population without financially undermining the rest of the health system? Much of this responsibility falls on the ability of health plans and pharmaceutical companies to negotiate affordable pricing, and rightly so. The market, if structured rationally, is always the best way to bring about reasonable pricing and therapeutic innovation. What we ask is that government officials be responsive to this developing situation and permit maximum flexibility within Part D to
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accomplish that goal. CMS should also look at whether the current risk adjustment models should be updated to better predict the costs of high risk patients.

- **Focus on the “near duals”:** Under current policy, Medicare does not cover the community-based long-term services and supports (LTSS) that play an essential role in keeping chronically ill beneficiaries from going into a nursing home. Once a person enters a nursing home, he or she stands a greater than 20 percent chance of spending down his or her assets and going on Medicaid. Dual eligibles are some of the most expensive and ill-served beneficiaries in our health care system. To intervene in this downward spiral, Congress should support the creation of a “Community-Based Institutional Special Needs Plan” (CBI-SNP) demonstration, a concept advanced in Section 250 of S. 1871, the Senate Finance Committee’s December 2013 SGR legislation. The CBI-SNP demonstration would provide LTSS to low-income Medicare beneficiaries (150 percent FPL) with two or more activities of daily living limitations – those who are euphemistically called the “near duals.” Expanding the availability of these benefits to a lower income, Medicare-only population would improve quality of life for individuals and reduce Medicaid long-term care costs as well as Medicare acute and post-acute care costs. The demonstration would also contribute to the evidence base on how to most effectively target specific services to at-risk individuals. The National Governor’s Association Health Care Sustainability Task Force has recently advocated for a similar solution to prevent the growth of the duals population. This is an issue that’s time has come, and we recommend that this Committee embrace it.

**VIII. Conclusion**

The MA program continues to grow in popularity. It gives seniors and other eligible individuals what they want: choice, coordination of care, affordability. It has begun to put the incentives in place for constant quality improvement by rewarding collaboration between providers and plans. Congress should have a strong interest in seeing the continued advancement of Medicare Advantage. We stand ready to work with you toward that goal.

Thank you for this opportunity.

---


Chairman BRADY. Dr. Burnich.

**STATEMENT OF DR. JEFFREY BURNICH, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT & EXECUTIVE OFFICER, SUTTER MEDICAL NETWORK, ON BEHALF OF CAPG**

Dr. BURNICH. Chairman Brady, Ranking Member McDermott, and members of the Health Care Subcommittee, thank you for inviting me to testify today.
I plan to talk about Medicare Advantage and the benefit from a physician’s standpoint, how it benefits our seniors. I will describe a program we have developed at Sutter Health to manage some of the sickest, frail patients in this population.

I am here as a representative of CAPG, the voice of accountable physician groups that represent 160 medical groups in 20 States and take care of 1.2 million Medicare Advantage lives. I am a physician, an internist, and I serve as a Senior Vice President and Executive Officer of the Sutter Medical Network.

Sutter Health is a not-for-profit integrated delivery system taking care of three million lives in 19 counties in Northern California. We manage the risk of 49,000 Medicare Advantage lives and have taken care of capitated lives for over two decades.

We do this with our 5,000 aligned physicians who are clinically integrating and managing care across our hospitals, clinical practices, home care, urgent care, and surgery centers.

So why is MA important to CAPG, Sutter Health and their physicians? Well, for one, it is a predictable model for population management. The physicians, the PCPs, the primary care physicians, know who their patients are. They get lists. We make sure that those patients get in to see their physicians on an annual basis for an annual wellness exam, an annual wellness visit. It is a benefit of the MA Program.

This helps us understand the risks of those patients, review their medications, their conditions and do better preventive planning.

Secondly, it is a predictable budget for managing a population. You get a per member per month payment so that you can budget each year to take care of these patients and budget for programs and the expenses you incur for those.

We have data to understand the utilization of the patterns of these patients so we can better manage the risk and the referrals.

MA incentivizes caregivers to coordinate care, reduce cost, and reinvest those savings in the care model like Sutter Health’s Advanced Illness Management Program, otherwise called AIM. Fee-for-service does not do this.

So what is AIM and how does it align and support Medicare Advantage beneficiaries? Well, actually MA is the foundation of our AIM Program. In Sacramento, we have a large population of capitated lives, and it allowed us years ago to put care managers both in the hospital and in the practice to better coordinate the handoffs from discharge of patient and admission from office.

So who are these patients? They are very sick and they are very frail. You may know some of them or have members in your family. They average 17 days a year in the hospital, 12 days in the intensive care unit. They take 18 to 30 prescriptions and 54 trips to nine different physicians. These are really sick patients, hence the name AIM.

We target the patients with a care management model that manages the patients with a multidisciplinary team. We use common training and real time data, and we enroll these patients in several settings, notably in the physicians’ offices of our network, 40 percent, both in the hospital and home care.

We go to the home, and we set goals with these patients. What is it that they want to accomplish? It can be as simple as a grand-
mother wanting to see her granddaughter graduate high school, and she is very ill and we need to manage her symptoms.

Symptom management is a key ingredient because it keeps those people from picking up the phone, calling 911 and going to the hospital as the usual routine.

And then we provide a wealth of services to evaluate emotional and nutritional needs.

In 2009, we piloted the program in Sacramento, again, because we had a large MA population. We also applied for an Innovation Challenge Award from CMMI and received that in July of 2012. Through that grant we have spread the program across 15 counties, taken care of 5,000 patients, with an average daily census of 1,800. We have met the patients’ needs by maintaining them in their home environment where they want to choose to be treated. We have decreased unwanted, avoidable hospital emergency room/ICU stays and the costs associated with them.

The savings are reinvested into the care model and the training and event technology. We are adding video visits next year so we can better monitor the patients in their homes more frequently.

In conclusion, I believe Congress and the Administration should develop policies that encourage population payments to physician organizations in MA, as well as fee-for-service Medicare. Such payments should encourage the organized practice of medicine, strengthen and coordinate the care infrastructure, and build incentives for team-based care.

Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today as the committee considers important Medicare and fiscal policies in the future. I hope you will reconsider and consider all that the MA Program has to offer our senior citizens.

Thank you.
Chairman BRADY. Thank you, Doctor.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Burnich follows:]
Statement of Dr. Jeffrey Burnich
CAPG – the Voice of Accountable Physician Groups
Before the House of Representatives Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health
July 24, 2014

Thank you Chairman Brady, Ranking Member McDermott, and Members of the Health Subcommittee for inviting me to testify today. I look forward to describing the role Medicare Advantage (MA) plays in driving innovative, high quality care for seniors. As an example of this, I will describe Sutter Health’s Advanced Illness Management (AIM) program for our sickest patients. Our program is one example of the critical role MA plays in the development of a healthcare delivery system built on value rather than volume.

I am pleased to testify today on behalf of CAPG. CAPG is the largest association in the country representing capitated physician organizations practicing coordinated care. CAPG members include over 160 multi-specialty medical groups and independent practice associations (IPAs) in over 20 states. CAPG members provide healthcare services to over 1.2 million Medicare Advantage beneficiaries. CAPG believes that patient-centered, coordinated, and accountable care offers the highest quality, the most efficient delivery mechanism, and the greatest value for patients. CAPG members have successfully operated under a budgeted healthcare model for over two decades.

I also address you today as a Senior Vice President for Sutter Health, the Executive Officer of the Sutter Medical Network, the department of Sutter Health tasked with coordinating care to meet the needs of its communities, and as an internal medicine physician.

Sutter Health is one of the nation’s largest, not-for-profit healthcare systems. We provide
healthcare to over three million patients spanning 100 communities in Northern California across all payer types, including 49,000 Medicare Advantage beneficiaries and a large proportion of Medi-Cal (California’s Medicaid) beneficiaries. Committed to providing access to high quality, coordinated care, Sutter Health includes 5,000 physicians aligned with the Sutter Medical Network, 24 acute care hospitals, home healthcare, and more than two dozen surgery centers. Sutter Health employs about 48,000 people across northern California. This year, Sutter also launched its own HMO health plan offering commercial coverage in a small number of counties in our service area.

The Importance of Population Based Payments: Paying Physicians to Achieve Desired Results

Sutter Health has decades of experience contracting with physicians to provide high value healthcare to patients. Out of this experience, we have learned that a population-based, budgeted monthly payment is an efficient and effective way to incent high quality, low cost care. We see a sharp contrast when physicians are paid fee-for-service (FFS) as compared to a prepaid, population-based payment. In FFS, physicians are paid separately for every service provided. There is less incentive to coordinate the care for the patient or to keep the patient healthy. Incentives simply exist to provide as many services as possible – the greater the volume, the greater the payment. In contrast, population-based payments to physician organizations in MA create a defined budget for patient care. In MA, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) makes a defined payment to a health plan for a pre-determined patient population. In the case of a physician organization, like Sutter Health’s aligned medical groups, the health plan then makes a defined payment to the physician organization for the physician organization’s patient population. The payment to the physician organization is typically a percentage of premium and is often described as a “per-member, per-month” payment. This amount does not change based
on the volume of healthcare services provided. The physician organization is accountable for operating within the monthly budget and, generally, there is no “extra” money for additional costs. Because there is no “extra” money, physicians have incentives to manage the patient population to stay within the budget.

Physician organizations are responsible for paying their employed or contracted primary care and specialty physicians, and sometimes hospitals depending on the contract with the MA plan. Under MA, physician organizations have the flexibility to tailor these payments to individual physicians to get the desired patient care outcomes. For example, the organization might pay an individual physician subcapitation, a salary, or even FFS in some cases. For example, if a group wants to incentivize higher rates of preventive services, FFS might be the preferred payment mechanism to drive higher utilization rates for those types of services.

The payment arrangements between the physician organization and the individual physician often include additional payment for physician performance and outcomes, like quality incentive payments for performance on certain measures. The internal quality measures, evaluations, and incentives that physician organizations use tend to be very robust and are closely linked with the CMS 5 Star Program in Medicare Advantage.

The population-based payment made by the MA plan to the physician group creates numerous benefits for patients that are not seen in the FFS environment. The population-based payment methodology incentivizes a team-based approach. This approach encourages deployment of other healthcare professionals, such as care managers, nurses, social workers, care navigators, pharmacists, and other “mid-level” professionals, as part of a team led by a primary care physician. Each team member practices at the top of his or her license. This team-based approach leads to better outcomes for patients. The AIM program, described below,
highlights the important role these practitioners play in addressing the full spectrum of
healthcare needs of aging patients.

These arrangements also incentivize physicians to provide the right care, at the right
time, in the most cost-effective setting. For example, rather than trying to maximize FFS
payments in high-cost settings, when appropriate, patients are safely and appropriately treated
in lower cost settings, such as their home. We have learned through the AIM program that
patients have a strong preference to be treated in their homes (and other less-intensive
settings), when it is safe and appropriate to do so.

Population-based payments also afford opportunities and incentives to address the
environmental, social, and behavioral services that are often unavailable in the FFS context. For
example, many of our patients need assistance with their mental health needs, commonly
depression, in order to be able to truly improve their health status. Our approach takes into
account all of these aspects of patient care.

1. The Advanced Illness Management Program: a Case Study in Coordinated Care

The AIM concept originated in the late 1990s, stimulated by challenges in prognosis and
treatment in advanced chronic illness that could not be met by hospice or palliative care. When
managed Medicare (Medicare-Choice) aligned financial incentives to reduce utilization and
costs, it was clear that home-based transition services could help to limit unwanted admissions.
Thus, AIM was built upon the coordinated care foundation of today’s Medicare Advantage
program.

In 2008, AIM’s operational concept and geographic reach were expanded. The model
targeted patients with very serious chronic illness, provided high-touch home visits combined
with telephone support, and closely coordinated care among physicians, hospitals, home and
community.
Many of these patients could be eligible for hospice, but for whatever reason are unprepared to take that step. On average, patients with advanced illness spend 17 days in the hospital; 12 days in the ICU; take 18-30 medications; and make 54 trips to nine different doctors. With all of these various touch points in the healthcare system it is not surprising that many of them do not know who is in charge of their care in a traditional FFS environment. Finally, it is notable that 28 percent of Medicare’s total spending is devoted to these patients in the last year of life. Sutter Health recognized a tremendous opportunity to help these patients and their families have a better care experience at a lower cost to the system overall.

In the AIM program, Sutter Health offers an approach dramatically different from what is offered in traditional Medicare. Our approach is coordinated, patient-centered, and team-based. Sutter Health identifies advanced illness patients at the time of a hospitalization or physician office visit and invites the patient to enroll in the AIM program. Patients eligible for the program are those with more than two chronic illnesses (e.g., chronic heart failure, COPD, cancer); multiple prescriptions; clinical, functional and/or nutritional decline; high utilization of healthcare services; and those who are identified as high risk by their physician. To summarize, these patients are among the sickest in our population and prior to AIM, were the ones that cost the system the most in terms of their intensive healthcare needs and the resources associated with caring for them.

In traditional FFS Medicare, a patient with a chronic condition who is hospitalized has little post-discharge planning. The patient might have instructions to call her physician within a certain number of days of leaving the hospital, but there are few if any supports in place to ensure that the patient calls the doctor or that the appointment is actually scheduled. As a result, FFS patients typically begin a vicious cycle of emergency room visits followed by post-discharge complications, landing the patient back in the hospital multiple times.
In contrast, the AIM program provides an integrated, coordinated approach to healthcare for patients with advanced illness. The AIM program has embedded AIM care liaisons in the hospital. The AIM staff in the hospital approaches the patient and the patient’s family to begin coordinating post-discharge care. AIM staff provides coaching for the patient’s return home, provides education about the patient’s conditions and provides instructions for what to do in the event of an emergency. And unlike traditional discharge instructions, the contact between AIM staff and the patient continues when the patient returns home. AIM staff coordinates care for patients in the home, including providing follow-up home visits. In the home, staff can address unsafe conditions, such as loose carpeting or lack of handrails, which can contribute to falls and repeat hospitalizations in older patients. The staff can reconcile medications, meaning that they look at what was prescribed in the hospital and what the patient was taking prior to their hospital admission to ensure there is no duplication or potentially dangerous drug interaction. The AIM staff also offers telephone support and management for patients who cannot get to a doctor’s office.

Three factors fostered AIM’s growth: rapid acceleration in demand from aging Baby Boomers with severe chronic illnesses, the emergence of accountable care, and pressure to seek partnerships that addressed concerns about rising costs. Sutter Health also recognized that AIM care management, which united multiple settings, promoted system integration. For all these reasons, Sutter funded the unreimbursed costs of an AIM care management pilot.

Sutter Health began testing the AIM care management pilot in three communities in Northern California in 2009 with its Medicare Advantage population. The pilot demonstrated highly positive outcomes and provided the foundation to expand system-wide in 2011-2012. In order to expand the program, we sought additional funding sources and were awarded a CMS Innovation Center Challenge Grant in 2012. The AIM program currently serves 15 counties and
we plan to continue to develop and improve the program through 2015. Throughout this piloting and implementation, the AIM program has achieved impressive results including substantial reduction in inpatient and emergency department utilization; reductions in ICU days; reductions in length of stay; and cost savings to the healthcare system.

If our experiment shows that the program is replicable and scalable, then AIM may contribute to the health and well being of some of the most vulnerable and costly recipients of American healthcare, and to the economic viability and ethical integrity of the system itself.

I would like to add a point on cost savings achieved in the physician-led coordinated care model. Our cost savings are reinvested in care programs that benefit the patient population. Programs like quality incentives, special care clinics for the frail elderly, and advances in medical records and disease registries are all funded by the reinvestment of cost savings achieved in the coordinated care model.

Care-management programs like AIM are made possible by the pre-payment of population-based, per-member, per-month amounts. These programs require investment in staffing (e.g., hiring case managers), infrastructure (e.g., establishing patient call centers), and electronic health records. All of this investment is only possible with a predictable budgeted payment that allows us to know what money will be coming in and when. The per-member,
per-month payments made by CMS to plans and then to physician organizations are best suited
to facilitate this care model. In a FFS environment, a planned and proactive strategy to
managing patient health is significantly more difficult and in some cases impossible.

II. MA Provides the Backbone for Care Coordination in Medicare

I recognize that there are efforts underway to move the Medicare Part B physician
payment system to a coordinated care model that encourages physician organizations to accept
risk (e.g., Accountable Care Organizations (ACO), bundled payments). As an example, recent bi-
partisan, bi-cameral legislation to permanently repeal the sustainable growth rate (SGR)
includes incentives for physician organizations to enter two-sided risk-bearing models in
Medicare Part B.

When properly structured, such models can be successful in improving care
coordination for the FFS Medicare population. CAPG members have seen some success with the
ACO program in terms of improving outcomes for patients as compared to traditional FFS
Medicare beneficiaries. However, in nearly every case, this success is directly linked to the
organization’s experience in the MA program. The AIM program is yet another example. As
described above, Sutter Health began the AIM program in three Northern California
communities, primarily around its Medicare Advantage population. We have since been able to
expand this program to other populations. Without the infrastructure provided by Medicare
Advantage and the certainty associated with pre-paid capitation for our patient population, the
AIM program would have been impossible.

Even with the potential for these new delivery models to succeed, the truth remains
that MA, with population-based payments made to physician organizations, is the best example
within Medicare of a payment structure that provides appropriate incentives to keep patients
healthy, coordinate care across specialists and primary care physicians, and hold physicians and
care teams accountable for the quality of services provided. MA is the only existing example where physician organizations successfully take on two-sided risk. To truly encourage and incentivize the development of additional two-sided risk models in Medicare Part B, the MA program should be not just protected, but strengthened. The lessons and best practices organizations like ours have learned in MA should be shared and disseminated. Cuts to the MA program place all of this innovation, learning, and development at risk.

III. Patient Interest in MA Continues to Grow

Given the success of care coordination programs in improving patient outcomes, it is no surprise that MA enrollment has grown steadily over the past several years. Recent analysis by the Kaiser Family Foundation shows that 15.7 million Medicare beneficiaries were enrolled in MA plans in 2014.\(^1\) This is an increase in enrollment of 41 percent since 2010.\(^2\) Although nationally 30 percent of Medicare enrollees are enrolled in an MA plan, there is broad variation across the states.\(^3\) In California, nearly 40 percent of seniors enrolled in Medicare are enrolled in MA. I think it is because of access to programs like AIM that seniors’ interest in MA has continued to grow. A recent report by Health Affairs showed that more than 50 percent of new Medicare enrollees are enrolling in MA.\(^4\)

The benefits that flow to patients may be one explanation for the growth in enrollment over the years. Peer reviewed research has consistently shown that MA outperforms FFS Medicare. For example, MA patients are more likely to get preventive screenings, like mammograms, eye tests for diabetes patients, and cholesterol screening.\(^5\) MA beneficiaries

---


\(^2\) Id. 

\(^3\) Ani B. Martin, Moshe Hartman, Lekha Whittle, Aaron Carlin and the National Health Expenditure Accounts Team, National Health Spending in 2012: Rate of Health Spending Remained Low for the Fourth Consecutive Year, Health Affairs, 33, no. 1 (2014), 91-77. 

have been shown to have lower rates of preventable readmissions than patients in FFS Medicare.⁶

Recent analysis has even shown that the benefits of coordinated care in MA may filter out to the rest of the healthcare system. In some circles it has been described as a halo or spillover effect, where benefits of coordinated care sufficiently improve physician practices such that even patients not enrolled in MA see the benefits of coordinated care.⁷ The study showed that a 10 percent increase in MA penetration is associated with a 2.4 – 4.7 percent reduction in hospital costs for other patients.⁸

Surveys of Medicare beneficiaries have shown that seniors are highly satisfied with the MA program. A recent research survey showed that 94 percent of beneficiaries are satisfied with the quality they receive in MA and 90 percent of beneficiaries are satisfied with the benefits received in their MA plan.⁹

Notably, the MA program has been particularly popular among low-income and minority beneficiaries.¹⁰ 41 percent of Medicare beneficiaries with MA had incomes of $20,000 or less.¹¹ 64 percent of minority beneficiaries enrolled in MA in 2010 had incomes of $20,000 or less; 64 percent of African American and 82 percent of Hispanic MA beneficiaries had incomes of $20,000 or less.¹² In urban areas, low-income beneficiaries rely on this program because of the comparatively low out-of-pocket spending and robust health benefits associated with the program. In addition, all MA plans have an out-of-pocket maximum, a protection that is not offered in the FFS program. This helps protect beneficiaries from catastrophic expenses that
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threaten seniors’ financial security. Downward pressure on the MA program increases the chance that these beneficiaries will face higher cost sharing and will make the program a less attractive option.

V. Conclusion – Strengthen the Investment in Medicare Advantage and Population-Based Payment Models

Despite its success and popularity, the MA program is under severe stress due to a number of cumulative cuts to the program which, taken together, are having a dramatic and deleterious effect on physician groups in MA. In CY 2014, CMS cut MA payments to plans by about 6.5 percent. In CY 2015, CMS cut MA payments to plans by about 3 percent. Many of the cuts to MA were aimed at health plans in the form of direct reductions to the amount CMS pays to the health plan. In most cases, however, these cuts flow through directly as a reduction to the amount the plan pays its contracted physician organizations. Cuts are passed on without any corresponding reduction in physician responsibilities to patients. I am concerned that the cuts to the MA program will push both physicians and patients out of the program and back into fragmented FFS models.

MA provides a foundation on which the rest of the delivery system can build coordinated care. For example, physician organizations with the capability to accept two-sided risk arrangements, in most cases, have the experience required to be successful because of MA. Furthermore, many organizations that have been successful in deploying care coordination techniques in traditional FFS Medicare have leveraged off of their MA care processes and infrastructure to effectively do so.

Congress and the Administration should develop policies that encourage population-based payments to physician organizations in MA and in traditional FFS Medicare. This means encouraging the organized practice of medicine; strengthening the coordinated care
Chairman BRADY. Mr. Book, you are recognized for five minutes.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. BOOK, PH.D., SENIOR RESEARCH DIRECTOR, HEALTH SYSTEMS INNOVATION NETWORK, LLC, OUTSIDE HEALTHCARE AND ECONOMICS EXPERT, AMERICAN ACTION FORUM

Dr. BOOK. Thank you, Chairman Brady and Ranking Member McDermott and Members of the Subcommittee.

Chairman BRADY. Can you get your microphone and just see if that is on?

Dr. BOOK. I am sorry.

Yes, thank you, Chairman Brady, Mr. McDermott and Members of the Subcommittee. I thank you for the opportunity to share my research on the Affordable Care Act and its impact on seniors and disabled Americans enrolled in Medicare Advantage.

Fee-for-service Medicare has very high deductibles, high copayments and no limit on out-of-pocket costs patients can face. Nearly all Medicare beneficiaries seek alternative coverage to reduce those out-of-pocket costs. Some retirees have supplemental coverage from a former employer, and some have income low enough to qualify for Medicaid. For the rest, MA is now the most popular option.

Medicare is more popular among beneficiaries who have lower incomes but above the Medicare threshold, and it is more popular among African Americans and Hispanics. Hispanics, in particular, historically have been more than twice as likely as the average Medicare beneficiary to enroll in MA.

CBO estimates that ACA cuts to Medicare Advantage will total $308 billion by 2023, and which is approximately 43 percent of the ACA’s total cuts to Medicare. MA payments are tied to benchmark monthly payments individually for each county, and the ACA makes changes to the way those benchmarks are calculated with the result that every county in the country will see a cut by 2017, and in fact, 97.9 percent of counties will see a cut in 2015, for which rates have already been published.

The bonus system based on the star rating system that Mr. McDermott referenced, I think everyone agrees that paying more for good performance is a good thing. However the star rating sys-
tem does not necessarily accomplish that because CMS chooses the rating criteria after the period of performance. So, for example, in the first cycle, they measured performance between January 2010 and June 2011 and then October 2011 announced the criteria on which plans would be rated.

So since the rules are not determined until after the game is played, it is difficult for MA plans to tailor their performance to the criteria that CMS will reward. That system could, on the other hand, be used to reward favored plan sponsors by choosing criteria to give high ratings to those who are favored. Favored plans could then use the money to increase their profits and their increasing market share by offering benefits that other plans cannot afford to offer.

So instead of allowing plans to compete on a level playing field, the rating system could be used to herd patients into favored plans by manipulating their ability to offer benefits. This is the reverse of the original goal of Medicare Advantage, which was to increase patient choice.

Mr. McDermott mentioned that the dire predictions that many of us made for Medicare Advantage have not yet come to pass, and that is true because after the ACA was passed, CMS used its regulatory authority in a new way to mask the first few years of cuts. They created a new star rating bonus program different from the program in the Affordable Care Act which gave bonuses to almost all plans, with the result that most of those cuts have not actually hit patients or plans yet.

So based on published rates for each county in 2015, now that the bonus program has ended, the total cut will be about $317 per month compared to the year before, but $1,530, or 13 percent, below the pre-ACA baseline. So this demonstrates the extent to which the pilot program authority was used to offset cuts that were mandated by the Affordable Care Act.

Now, the Affordable Care Act phases in and calls for the rates to be phased in through 2017. So there are more cuts to come. Assuming the Affordable Care Act cuts are implemented as passed by Congress, by 2017 the cumulative cut relative to the pre-Affordable Care Act baseline will be $3,700 per beneficiary per year, which is nearly a 27 percent overall cut.

It is going to be extremely difficult, perhaps impossible for plans to maintain their prior level of benefits in the face of those drastic cuts.

Every beneficiary will see some combination of either higher co-payments, higher deductibles, a higher monthly premium in excess of the Part B premium they already pay, or reduced benefits or plan services or smaller provider networks.

Now, this impact is going to be different for each plan as each plan deals with the cuts in its own way, but one way or another, it will affect everybody. This will affect not only seniors’ financial stability, but also their access to health care.

Chairman BRADY. Mr. Book, I am sorry. Your time has expired. So thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Book follows:]
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Chairman Brady, Ranking Member McDermott, and members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for the opportunity to share my research regarding the impact of the Affordable Care Act on the seniors and disabled Americans enrolled in the Medicare Advantage program.

Since its inception, Medicare Advantage (MA) has proved to be one of the most popular and successful components of Medicare, with enrollment steadily increasing over time. Every Medicare beneficiary has the right to choose a Medicare Advantage plan, but no one is required to participate. If a beneficiary is unsatisfied with the chosen plan, he or she has the right to switch to another plan at least once a year, or switch to the original Medicare fee-for-service plan at least twice a year.

As of March 2014, 30 percent of Medicare beneficiaries have chosen Medicare Advantage plans. This is estimated to include almost 44 percent of those who do not have access to a retiree supplemental plan from a former employer. Medicare Advantage is even more popular among beneficiaries who have lower incomes, or who are African-American or Hispanic. Hispanics, in particular, have historically been more than twice as likely to choose Medicare Advantage, compared to the average Medicare beneficiary.

Despite this success, both changes mandated by the Affordable Care Act (ACA), and various regulations enacted or proposed by the Administration, will impose substantial cuts to the Medicare Advantage program—both in dollars and in patient choice—that will reduce the health care benefits and options available to seniors and the disabled.

**ACA Changes**

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that ACA cuts to Medicare Advantage will total $306 billion by 2023, which would be approximately 43 percent of the ACA’s total cuts to Medicare.

MA payments are tied to a “benchmark” monthly payment set individually for each county (or similar jurisdiction) in the United States.

The ACA made several changes to the calculation of the benchmarks:

- **Benchmarks are now specifically tied to average spending in the fee-for-service (FFS) program in every county, and based on the quartile rank of FFS spending in each county.**

  This will have the effect of locking in geographical variation in Medicare spending that is difficult to explain based on costs or health status, and that many experts believe is irrational.¹

- **Changes to the FFS program will result in lower payments, which will be passed through to the MA program and will result in lower MA benchmarks, and thus lower benefits or higher premiums for patients.**

---

A bonus system is established based on a plan’s “star rating” on a five-star scale using criteria developed by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). This rating system, originally developed only to assist beneficiaries in selecting a plan, is now being used to determine payment. However, because the rating criteria are chosen after the time period being rated, the rating system cannot incentivize quality performance, since the rules are not written until after the game is played. It could, however, be used as a way to reward favored plan sponsors by choosing criteria that make them appear to offer higher quality plans and therefore entitle them to higher payments.

In addition, because plans with higher ratings will be paid more, they will be able to offer more benefits. Because the ratings are based on ex post criteria determined by bureaucrats rather than by the health outcomes or satisfaction of patients, bureaucrats would have the ability to “herd” patients into favored plans by enabling them to offer more benefits and lower costs. Instead of allowing plans to compete on a level playing field, the rating system could be used to tilt the field in favor of particular plans, and drive some patients away from the plans they would normally prefer. This represents a substantial diversion from the original goal of patient choice to meet each individual’s particular needs.1

The bonus will be doubled in certain “qualifying counties” based on demographic criteria that are unrelated to costs, performance, or patient satisfaction.

The ACA called for these changes to be phased in, with the effect that every county in the country would experience a cut relative to its pre-ACA baseline by 2017; in fact, 97.9 percent of counties will experience a cut by 2015. At the state level, every state is already experiencing a reduction in average benchmarks.

**Regulatory Changes**

CMS also periodically uses its regulatory authority to make adjustments to certain factors that affect MA payments. These adjustments include, for example, the formulas for risk-adjusting plan payments based on each MA enrollee’s individual health status. The ACA made only relatively minor changes to this authority.

However, after the ACA was passed, CMS used its regulatory authority in a new way, which had the effect of masking the first few years of ACA cuts to the Medicare Advantage program.

The ACA specified that the new county benchmarks are to be phased in over six years, beginning in 2012. However, from 2012 to 2014, CMS used its pilot program authority to implement incremental bonuses for star ratings of 3 and 3.5 stars in addition to the 4-and-above bonuses mandated in the ACA. Very few MA plans have ratings of less than 3 stars, so nearly all plans got a “bonus” under this system.

---

The payment increases as a result of this program had the effect of mostly offsetting the cuts in benchmarks mandated by Congress. Because of this CMS-initiated regulatory program, many of the expected cuts in benefits and in plan choices did not occur, simply because the cuts mandated by Congress have not yet been felt by patients or plan sponsors.

However, now that the pilot program has ended, we will see substantial cuts in average payments for 2015 relative to 2014, and these cuts will continue until 2017 if current law remains in place.

**Magnitude of Benefit Cuts**

Based on published rates for each county, as well as enrollment data reported by CMS, I have calculated that the average MA enrollee will face a reduction in benefits in 2015 of about $317, or about 3 percent, compared to the year before.  

However, the total cut for 2015 relative to the pre-ACA baseline is estimated to be in excess of $1,530, or more than 13 percent. This demonstrates the extent to which CMS regulatory action offset the ACA’s cuts for 2014.

Because the ACA calls for the new rates to be phased in through 2017, there are more cuts to come. The average reduction in benefits from 2017, relative to the pre-ACA baseline, is over $3,700 per beneficiary, per year, or nearly 27 percent.

**Impact of Benefit Cuts on Beneficiaries**

Medicare beneficiaries – both seniors and the disabled – will experience these benefit reductions in a variety of ways, depending on the plan they select. Every beneficiary will experience some combination of higher copayments, higher deductibles, a higher premium in excess of the Part B premium, reduced benefits or plan services, and/or smaller provider networks. These are real impacts that will affect not only seniors’ financial stability, but also their access to health care itself.

**Disparate Impact**

The ACA’s reductions in MA benefits will have different impacts geographically and demographically. Because of geographic disparities in payment rates, the cuts will hit seniors in Louisiana the hardest, almost twice as hard as seniors in Montana.

---


Because of enrollment patterns, the cuts will hit those in lower-income groups nearly twice as hard as those in higher-income groups. For example, the ACA will cut benefits by almost twice as much on average, per Medicare beneficiary, from those with incomes just above the eligibility limit for Medicaid, as compared to those with incomes over $54,000.5

In addition, the Affordable Care Act's cuts to Medicare Advantage will hit Hispanic Medicare beneficiaries harder than those of any other ethnic group. CMS data indicates that Hispanics are more than twice as likely as the average Medicare beneficiary to enroll in Medicare Advantage.6 This takes into account only the 50 states and DC. If Puerto Rico were included, the disparate impact on Hispanics would be even stronger, since about 70 percent of Puerto Rico's beneficiaries enroll in Medicare Advantage, higher than the enrollment rate in any state.7

Conclusion

For the last three years, Medicare beneficiaries have been shielded from the benefit reductions and cost increases imposed by the Affordable Care Act through the Administration's use of pilot program dollars to partially offset the first phases of benefit cuts imposed by law. Now that the pilot program is ending, Medicare beneficiaries will feel the full impact of the Affordable Care Act's benefit cuts over the next three years.

If current law remains in force, senior citizens and disabled Americans enrolled in the Medicare Advantage program will experience reductions in benefits and increases in out-of-pocket expenses at least through 2017 due to provisions in the Affordable Care Act. These reductions in benefits and increases in out-of-pocket spending will disproportionately harm those in the lower income ranges, particularly those just above the threshold for Medicaid eligibility. It will also disproportionately harm Hispanic seniors, who depend on Medicare Advantage at much higher rates than the rest of the Medicare-eligible population.

---


6 Ibid

pealing a denied claim. For people with Medicare, we find there is no one size fits all choice. Medicare Advantage Plans are a good option for some, but for many, original Medicare remains a better choice for them.

My testimony today makes two key points about the MA program that I hope will inform your debate. First, the MA Program has been made more attractive to beneficiaries through benefits and protections contained in the Affordable Care Act.

Second, the MA Program continues to be stable and strong. There is rising enrollment and widespread plan availability with decreases in average plan premiums and no significant changes in benefits and cost sharing.

There are four significant ways in which the ACA has brought improvements to the MA Program. First, the ACA’s decreasing reimbursement overpayments to MA plans. According to Medpac, on average MA Plans were paid 114 percent of cost, more than original Medicare, or about 1,000 more per enrollee. These overpayments drove up premiums for all Medicare beneficiaries, including those who remained in the original Medicare. The Affordable Care Act brings down these overpayments to level the playing field between original Medicare and Medicare Advantage.

Second, the ACA enhanced coverage and reduced costs for certain types of preventive care which are now available to both people in Medicare Advantage and in original Medicare.

Third, the ACA prohibited MA Plans from charging higher cost sharing for services used by sicker beneficiaries, including renal dialysis, chemotherapy, and skilled nursing care. Once again, these reforms leveled the playing field between the MA Program and original Medicare, but also among the MA plans themselves, lessening their ability to cherry-pick, select healthier, not select not so healthy enrollees.

Fourth, and finally, the Act mandated a medical loss ratio, requiring that Medicare Advantage Plans spend 85 percent of premiums on care, not on administrative costs or profits.

With these changes under the ACA, the MA Program remains stable and shows improvement by five different indicators. First, Medicare itself is on a stronger financial footing. Improved efficiency in the MA Program translates into tangible savings for all people with Medicare. This year the Part B premium paid by both people with original Medicare as well as those with Medicare Advantage remains at 2013 levels, at $104.90 per month.

Second, Medicare Advantage enrollment is at an all-time high, with nearly 16 million enrollees, and CBO projects future growth at a healthy clip.

Third, plan choice remains strong. In 2014, the average beneficiary has a choice of among 18 Medicare Advantage Plans.

Fourth, the premiums have gone down. The average Medicare Advantage premium was $44 a month in 2010 compared to $35 a month in 2014.

Fifth, plan benefits and cost sharing remain unaffected. Covered benefits and cost sharing remain stable from year to year. There is no evidence of an overall trend towards less generous benefits.

Even with this success, Congress can and should take steps to further improve Medicare Advantage, while also preserving and
strengthening original Medicare, for example: By increasing support for the SHIP Programs. These are the State health insurance programs which provided free and unbiased counseling in each State to support seniors and people with disabilities in their decision making.

Transparency of Medicare Advantage Plan performance can be enhanced through public release of plan reported data. This is especially important to see how Medicare Advantage Plans are managing claim denials or care denials and the appeals of those denials.

And also by encouraging meaningful variation among plans, and I stress that, meaningful variation. Congress should explore further standardizing Medicare Advantage Plan benefits to help consumers make apples-to-apples comparisons among plans.

Efforts are also needed to further consolidate plan choices for consumers so that they can make a meaningful choice to make sure that they are accessing the right plan for them or they are looking at Medicare Advantage in contrast to original Medicare in the correct way.

Once again, thank you for this opportunity to testify today.

Chairman BRADY. Thank you, Mr. Baker, and thank you for the testimony from all four witnesses.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Baker follows:]
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Introduction

Chairman Brady, Ranking Member McDermott, and distinguished members of the Subcommittee on Health, I am Joe Baker, President of the Medicare Rights Center (Medicare Rights). Medicare Rights is a national, nonprofit organization that works to ensure access to affordable health care for older adults and people with disabilities through counseling and advocacy, educational programs, and public policy initiatives.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify on the future of Medicare Advantage plans (also known as Part C, MA, or MA-PD). Our testimony will explain the benefits of recent changes to MA under the Affordable Care Act (ACA), describe the current MA landscape based upon our client work and our analysis of the MA market in New York (NY) State, and offer recommendations to further strengthen MA, with an emphasis on beneficiary choice.

Medicare Rights answers 15,000 questions on our national helpline each year from older adults, people with disabilities, and those that help them—family caregivers, social workers, attorneys, and other service providers. Through our educational initiatives, including peer-to-peer learning networks, we touch the lives of another 140,000 people with Medicare and their families. In addition, our online learning tool, Medicare Interactive, receives over 1.2 million visits annually.

We counsel thousands of people with MA about topics ranging from enrolling in a plan to appealing a denied claim. This experience informs our support for changes made to MA plans by the ACA as well as other policies advanced by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). MA enhancements initiated by the ACA include equalizing MA and Original Medicare payments, limiting cost-sharing for select services, and improving quality measurement, among other initiatives.

The ACA advances a value-driven agenda for transforming our health care system, and Medicare is the testing ground for many critical payment and delivery system reforms. We believe that MA plans, alongside Medicare physicians, hospitals, and other health care providers, are contributing to and should continue to play a role in this broader transformation. Thus far, we find that the ACA’s emphasis on value is producing positive returns in the MA marketplace. Specifically, the ACA sought to enhance MA plan quality, while also providing incentives for plans to compete for enrollee business. The available evidence illustrates that the quality of MA plans continues to increase.2

Many predicted that ACA changes to MA payment methods would lead to widespread disruption of the MA market. However, there is little evidence that this has occurred. In fact, it is important to note that MA enrollment is at an all-time high, with nearly 16 million beneficiaries now enrolled in an MA plan.

---

representing a steadily growing percentage of beneficiaries. In addition, premium costs, benefit levels, and the availability of MA plans remain relatively stable across the country.

MA remains a viable choice for Medicare beneficiaries, even after the ACA’s payment reforms. Still, there is no one size fits all for Medicare beneficiaries. MA remains a good option for some, but not for all. As such, Congress must preserve and strengthen the Original Medicare program while also ensuring the availability of MA options through a strong, well-regulated marketplace. ACA provisions to enhance MA and recent actions by CMS provide a starting point to further strengthen MA plans, such as through additional funding for independent counseling resources, improved consumer protections when provider networks change, increased transparency on plan performance, and more.

**Medicare Advantage: Strengthened by the Affordable Care Act**

Delivery system and payment reforms are now being implemented in the private sector, in Medicare, and in other public programs through a variety of initiatives, many of which were initiated by the ACA. The ACA offers a blueprint for constructing a high-value health care system in which insurance plans, physicians, hospitals, and other providers are paid according to the quality of care delivered. Medicare is the incubator for many of these reforms.

As such, the ACA included a set of policies designed to make the MA marketplace more efficient, and to enhance the quality of MA plans. Transforming our health system from one that rewards high-volume care to one that rewards high-value care is a goal shared by all. Alongside physicians, hospitals, and other health care providers, MA plans have been, and should be, playing an important role in this transformation. The MA provisions included in the ACA are ultimately intended to secure better quality care at the right price.

Among the most notable ACA changes to the MA market were adjustments to plan payments. In 2010 and 2011, maximum MA plan payments were frozen. Beginning in 2012, gradual reductions in plan payments were phased in according to county-specific, per beneficiary spending rates in Original Medicare.7 These adjustments are intended to scale back payments to MA plans to better approximate payments and costs in Original Medicare.

---


8 Id.


In 2009, before passage of the ACA, Medicare paid MA plans $14 billion more for care they provided to their members than if the same care had been provided under Original Medicare—or about $1,000 more per enrollee. Put another way, according to MedPAC, on average MA plans were paid 114% of costs under Original Medicare. These payments varied by plan type. For instance, the average Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) was paid 113% whereas the average local Preferred Provider Organization (PPO) was paid 118%. From 2004 to 2009, these payments cost the Medicare program nearly $44 billion. Critically, despite being paid more, there was little evidence to suggest that MA plans consistently provided higher quality care than Original Medicare.  

Now, thanks to the ACA, reimbursement changes to plans are being phased in over nearly a decade to minimize disruptions in the MA market and to give plans time to adopt needed efficiencies. To date, payment adjustments are fully implemented in more than half of all counties, with another quarter of counties being fully phased in by the end of 2015. Notably, MA enrollment increased in all counties since 2010.  

Furthermore, ACA savings secured largely from MA payment adjustments are producing positive returns for the Medicare program overall, benefitting both current and future beneficiaries. First and foremost, improved cost efficiency in Medicare translates into tangible savings for older adults and people with disabilities, both for those with Original Medicare and for MA enrollees. This year, the Part B premium (paid by both people with Original Medicare and MA enrollees) remains at 2013 levels, costing $104.90 per month.  

This news is particularly notable given that MA overpayments historically drove up premiums for all Medicare beneficiaries, including those who remained in Original Medicare. For instance, in 2009, a couple with Original Medicare paid $86 more in premiums as a result of MA overpayments.  

Facts like this are troubling given that many people with Medicare live on low and modest incomes. In 2013, half of all Medicare beneficiaries lived on annual incomes at or below $23,500—hovering at 200% of the federal poverty level. One in four had annual incomes of $14,400 or less. Furthermore, for those with the lowest incomes who are enrolled in a Medicare Savings Program (MSP), MA overpayments increased costs to states as well.

---

Importantly, the ACA put the Medicare program on sound financial footing while improving benefits. By reforming MA payments and enacting additional delivery and payment system reforms for fee-for-service providers, the ACA brought Medicare per capita growth to record lows and added years of solvency to the Medicare Hospital Insurance (HI) Trust Fund.

According to the 2013 Medicare Trustees Report, the Medicare HI trust fund is solvent through 2026, extended by 10 years since passage of the ACA. This represents one of the longer periods of projected solvency throughout the program’s history. According to the Congressional Budget Office’s (CBO) most recent estimates, the HI trust fund will be solvent through 2030. And many predict that the forthcoming 2014 Medicare Trustees Report will, like the CBO, project additional years of solvency.

In addition to reining in overpayments, the ACA has made many other critical improvements for people with Medicare. For instance, people with either Original Medicare or MA now benefit from increased coverage with no cost-sharing for select preventive services, like mammograms, colonoscopies, prostate cancer screenings, depression screenings, obesity screenings and counseling, and more. Medicare patients also now receive an annual wellness visit, largely to identify needed preventive care and risk factors.

In 2013, an estimated 37.2 million people with Medicare utilized a preventive service with low to no cost-sharing—nearly a 10 percent increase over 2012. MA-PD and other Part D enrollees are also benefiting from ACA provisions to close the prescription drug coverage gap, known as the doughnut hole. Interestingly, these benefit improvements, which apply to all Medicare beneficiaries, translate into higher payments for MA plans. Specifically, MA plans are now paid for services that some offered as supplemental benefits prior to the ACA. This gives plans the opportunity to redirect those extra funds to supporting other benefits or lowering premiums.

The ACA also limited the ability of MA plans to charge higher cost-sharing than Original Medicare for certain services, particularly those used disproportionately by sicker beneficiaries. Specifically, as of 2011, MA plans are prohibited from charging higher cost-sharing for renal dialysis, chemotherapy, and skilled nursing facility stays. In addition, starting this year, plans must adhere to a Medical Loss Ratio (MLR). The MLR improves value for the beneficiaries and taxpayers by requiring that plans spend 85%...
of beneficiary premiums and federal payments on patient care, which in turn limits spending on marketing, CEO salaries, profits, and other administrative costs.\footnote{Ibid}

Finally, the ACA established critical initiatives designed to improve MA plan quality. Specifically, the ACA ties payment bonuses to star ratings for MA plans. These ratings are determined through a wide array of performance measures and range from 1 to 5 stars, with plans receiving 1 star for poor performance, 3 stars for average performance, and 5 stars for excellent performance. Starting in 2012, MA plans with 4 or 5 stars began receiving bonus payments.

At the same time, CMS launched a demonstration program providing more modest bonuses to 3 and 3.5 star MA plans, and increased bonuses across the board in an effort to more rapidly enhance plan performance.\footnote{CMS, "Announcement of Calendar Year (CY) 2015 Medicare Advantage Capitation Rates and Medicare Advantage and Part D Payment Policies and Final Call Letter," (April 2014), available at: http://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Advantage/Med advantage-Policies-and-Regulations/downloads/amcycal2015.pdf} This demonstration will end in 2015.\footnote{Corson, P., “Medicare Advantage Pay for Performance Results,” (NQF presentation to 9th Annual Medicine World Congress: July 2013)} In addition, the star rating system allows CMS to track poor-performing plans, and to encourage beneficiaries remaining in an MA plan ranked 3 stars or less for three consecutive years to switch to a better performing plan. CMS also has the option to terminate these poor-performing plans altogether.\footnote{Gold, M., Jacobson, G., Dumais, A., and T. Neumark. “Medicare Advantage 2014 Spotlight: Plan Availability and Premiums,” (Kaiser Family Foundation: November 2013), available at: http://kff.org/medicare/issue-brief/medicare-advantage-2014-spotlight-plan-availability-and-premiums/}

Data suggest that these pay-for-performance initiatives are improving MA plan quality. Consider that in 2014, 38% of MA plans scored 4 stars or higher, and 14 MA and MA-PD plans scored 5 stars—all increases from ratings in 2013. According to CMS, more than half (52%) of MA beneficiaries are now enrolled in a plan with 4 stars or higher, up from 37% in 2013.\footnote{National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA), “Improving Quality and Patient Experience for State of Health Care Quality Report,” (October 2013), available at: http://www.ncqa.org/Portals/0/Resources/NCQC/2013/NCQC-web_version_report.pdf} These improved scores reflect advancement across several measures, including adult BMI assessment, colorectal cancer screening, beta-blocker treatment after a heart attack, and the detection of potentially harmful drug interactions.\footnote{Ibid}

Additionally, CMS undertook efforts to consolidate duplicative and low-enrolling plans. Reducing the number of nearly identical offerings addresses some of the problems that beneficiaries face when choosing a plan. In general, we find that older adults and people with disabilities find selecting among multiple MA plans a dizzying experience. We encourage people with MA to revisit their plan’s coverage each year, as annual changes to plan benefits, cost-sharing, provider networks, utilization management tools, and other coverage rules are commonplace.

Despite regular plan changes, research suggests that inertia is widespread and most people with Medicare fail to annually reevaluate their coverage options. A recent series of focus groups conducted by the Kaiser Family Foundation validates much of what we hear on our helpline. According to the findings, “Seniors say they found it frustrating and difficult to compare plans due to the volume of information they receive…and their inability to organize the information to determine which plan is best for them.”

A recent Health Affairs study attributes some degree of beneficiary inertia with having too many plans from which to choose. The authors write, “Our study suggests that the Medicare Advantage program presents an overabundance of choices for elderly beneficiaries, posing a level of complexity far beyond that experienced by the nonelderly.” Additionally, the findings show that difficulty selecting among MA plans and Original Medicare is more pronounced among older adults with low cognitive function, such as those in the early stages of dementia.

On this topic, a Consumers Union literature review concludes, “…the evidence is clear. While a few choices are good, too much choice undermines consumer decision making, particularly high stakes decisions involving health insurance.” In other words, people are better able to make good decisions when there are a reasonable number of meaningfully distinct options to choose from. To that end, steps taken by CMS to consolidate and/or eliminate duplicative and low-enrolling plans have been welcome.

In sum, recent changes to MA advanced by the ACA and CMS have strengthened MA plans for current and future enrollees. In addition to improving the overall financial outlook for the Medicare program, the ACA enhanced MA on several fronts, including through added benefits, better cost-sharing, and improved plan quality. Importantly, policies advanced by CMS also improved MA plans, namely by introducing out-of-pocket spending caps and constructively consolidating plan choices. We expect the effects of these changes will only become more pronounced for people with Medicare over time.

28 Ibid
After the Affordable Care Act, the Medicare Advantage Market Remains Stable

Reductions to MA plan reimbursement mandated by the ACA raised concerns that the MA market—and people with MA—would suffer. Opponents claimed that MA enrollees would see increased premiums and cost-sharing, tightened provider networks, and fewer plan choices. Some predicted that enrollment in MA plans would decline after implementation of the ACA. Yet, the opposite has proven true.

Today, MA enrollment is higher than ever before—with nearly 16 million enrollees, 6.3 million more than projected by CBO in 2010. CBO now projects that MA enrollment will continue to rise, with 25 million enrollees expected in 2024. In short, ACA payment adjustments to MA have not, and are not, expected to weaken enrollment, and predictions that the MA market will falter have not held up.

Nor has the ACA reduced the availability of ample plan options. Medicare beneficiaries continue to have a range of possible plans and plan types from which to choose, with some positive consolidation in the number of options. As noted above, some of the reduction in the number of plans is the result of efforts on the part of CMS to eliminate nearly identical plans offered by the same insurer in the same market, which added confusion but no real choice for consumers.

In 2014, the average Medicare beneficiary has a choice among 18 MA plans, compared to 20 in 2013. Nearly all beneficiaries have one or more plans (99%) and a range of plan types to choose from—89% have access to an HMO and 83% have access to a local PPO. Consistent with past years, beneficiaries in urban areas have more plan choices than those in suburban and rural areas.

Not only do beneficiaries retain a sufficient number of plan choices, plan availability remains relatively stable from year to year. Specifically, analyses suggest little change in the availability of plans from 2011 to 2014. From 2013 to 2014, for example, the national MA landscape experienced a net change of only 60 products, with a total of 2,014 MA plans available this year. Enrollment is on the rise, plan availability is strong, and other fluctuations in plan offerings—namely in premiums, covered benefits, and cost-sharing—are relatively unchanged after passage of the ACA. Most notably, MA premiums actually declined, from an average $44 per month in 2010 to $35 per month in
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Through this analysis, conducted by Medicare Rights with funding from the United Hospital Fund (UHF), we compared the Evidence of Coverage (EOC) for a representative sample of NY MA plans and conducted qualitative interviews with plan administrators. Overall, we found that plan benefits have not changed substantially from 2011 to 2014. To the extent that beneficiary costs changed, there were no stark trends in cost increases or decreases. Instead, we saw both increases and decreases in costs over different years and across different plans. As with costs, we saw fluctuating adjustments within plan benefits on a year-to-year basis, as opposed to a steady, multi-year trend toward less generous plan packages.

Our qualitative interviews confirmed that reimbursement reductions to MA plans have mostly been shouldered by plans, rather than being passed on to consumers—though some voiced concern as to whether this practice can continue. That said, plan administrators expressed reluctance at increasing premiums or changing benefits, which may adversely impact their star ratings. Those interviewed suggested that plans were more likely to adopt other efficiencies to accommodate changes in reimbursement—like information sharing among network doctors, soliciting feedback on services and treatments, and investing in technologies that facilitate communication among health care providers.59

Critically, while MA plans continue to adapt to changing reimbursement rates, additional analyses reveal that they continue to profit. A companion report released by UHF on the NY State MA marketplace reveals that the average underlying income among MA plans declined only slightly after the ACA, totaling $56.70 per member per month in 2010 versus $49.53 per member per month in 2012. Further, according to the report, “Even with this decline, ... HMOs still topped $401 million in underlying income for MA in New York in 2012, which represented 60 percent of total HMO underwriting (or operating) income reported for 2012, compared to 48 percent in 2010.”60 On a nationwide basis, United Health Care—one of the largest MA issuers—recently reported second quarter gains in the MA market, with an increase in 65,000 MA enrollees year-over-year and a 7% increase in revenues year-over-year.61

And there is no evidence that changes to MA reimbursement have or will disproportionately harm low-income Medicare beneficiaries, most notably those dually eligible for Medicare and Medicaid, and diverse communities. The overwhelming majority of dually eligible beneficiaries receive their coverage through Original Medicare, not MA plans. Specifically, according to MedPAC, in December 2012, 23% of

61 Ibid
of dually eligible beneficiaries were enrolled in MA while 27% of non-dually eligible beneficiaries opted for MA.\(^{45}\)

While MA plans may be a good option for some dually eligible beneficiaries, we equally find that dually eligible beneficiaries avoid enrolling in MA due to more restrictive plan networks and increased use of utilization management controls. Dually eligible beneficiaries are low-income by definition, and they also tend to be sicker than the general Medicare population and require more intensive, ongoing health care services.\(^{46}\) In addition, depending on household income, Medicaid and MSPs help low-income beneficiaries with cost-sharing they would otherwise face in Original Medicare.

Given this, it is important to note that nothing in the ACA restricts the core Medicare benefit package for dually eligible beneficiaries—or anyone else—enrolled in MA. To the contrary, core Medicare benefits were enhanced in the ACA. While supplemental benefits may be altered in MA plans, adjustments to these benefits were also commonplace prior to the ACA. Further, provisions in the ACA to restrict MA plans from charging higher cost-sharing were intended to help sicker populations—like dually eligible beneficiaries—by limiting discriminatory practices intended to keep those with high health care needs from enrolling in MA plans.

Further, it is worth noting that a part of the MA program seems poised for growth. Many MA plans, as well as new plans that have not been part of the MA program, are engaged in developing new products intended solely for dually eligible beneficiaries through a demonstration program initiated by the ACA to improve care coordination and health care quality for this population, known as the Financial Alignment Initiative.\(^{47}\)

For example, 23 private health care plans are participating in the New York State demonstration. A consumer advocacy coalition, led by Medicare Rights, is weighing in on the development and implementation of this demonstration. To date, the coalition is pursuing several reforms and protections to ensure that plans are optimally serving the dually eligible population, including setting appropriate plan reimbursement rates, integrating appeals processes, building an adequate interdisciplinary care team, and establishing a statewide ombudsman.\(^{48}\) Plans themselves are participating in the coalition’s work through a related advisory workgroup.


In sum, the news on the MA landscape post-ACA remains overwhelmingly positive: enrollment is on the rise, premiums are down, and plan availability and benefits remain stable. However, it is critical to examine MA plan offerings and performance on an ongoing basis. As implementation of the ACA moves forward, we will continue to advocate for vigilant monitoring of the MA plan landscape and individual offerings to help ensure that plans are optimally serving beneficiaries under the new payment system.

**Recommendations to Improve Medicare Advantage**

While many argued that ACA changes to MA reimbursement would unduly restrict beneficiary choice, this has not proven true. To the contrary, independent, empirical research soundly supports our experience in counseling Medicare beneficiaries: by and large, beneficiaries and their caregivers are hampered by too many choices.

Given this, steps must be taken to further improve the MA market for people with Medicare. First and foremost, we believe that it is critically important to preserve the MA payment and cost-sharing improvements advanced by the ACA. Additionally, we urge Congress to consider the following:

**Support consumer counseling services:** Adequate funding for SHIPs nationwide is absolutely vital to ensuring that people with Medicare are supported in making plan decisions. Supported by federal, state, and local funding, SHIPs are the go-to resource for people with Medicare and their families who have questions about Medicare and related programs.

As a technical assistance provider to NY State’s Health Insurance Information Counseling and Assistance Program (HIICAP) network—NY State’s SHIP—we understand the value of this federal resource administered by the states for older adults and people with disabilities. Additional resources are needed to enhance the capacity of SHIPs and to increase outreach to ensure that people with Medicare are aware of free SHIP resources. In a nationally representative survey of more than 2,200 seniors conducted by KRC Research, only 37% were aware of the availability of free Medicare counseling through the SHIPs, and only 11% had used these services.48

In addition to the above, federal policymakers should ensure that MA marketing materials, notices, and websites are additionally simplified and standardized with plain-language information. As a requirement, these plan resources should include a prominent referral to unbiased counseling resources for beneficiaries, including SHIPs and 1-800-MEDICARE. At the same time, Plan Finder should be improved, most notably through the addition of content on plan provider networks. 47
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Further, plans should be prohibited from asserting or implying that standard benefits, like an out-of-pocket cap or free preventive services, are unique to a given MA plan. Similarly, MA plans should not be permitted to suggest that income-based benefits, like the MSFs or the Low-Income Subsidy of Medicare Part D (also known as Extra Help), are dependent on enrolling in a particular MA plan. Rather, these benefits are available to all Medicare beneficiaries, whether enrolled in Original Medicare or an MA plan.

Lessen the impact of mid-year changes to MA provider networks: Changes to provider networks are one tool available to MA plans to control costs. When these changes occur in the middle of the plan year, it can be particularly disruptive to beneficiaries, risking the continuity of needed care. Our helpline counselors work with many beneficiaries who face hardship as a result of mid-year MA network changes, including increased financial burdens, impeded access to physicians with whom they have longstanding relationships, and confusion. We observe that the sudden loss of a provider can be particularly damaging to someone undergoing active treatment for a condition or illness.

As such, we strongly support efforts by CMS to ease these burdens, namely by encouraging MA plans to provide sufficient notice prior to network changes, committing to investigating significant network changes, and granting a Special Enrollment Period (SEP) to beneficiaries where significant changes occur. To date, CMS relies on MA plans to define what constitutes a significant network change.

While we understand the need to permit some plan-level interpretation, beneficiaries need a consistent policy to ensure equal protection regardless of plan choice. As such, we continue to advocate that CMS engage in rulemaking to more clearly delineate the requirements of MA plans with respect to network issues. In addition, CMS should be vigilant in its oversight of plan behavior, ensuring that notice is properly delivered, transition planning is provided as appropriate for people in active treatment, and unbiased counseling sources are prominently publicized.

Beyond rulemaking, we believe that more can and should be done to help ensure the continuity and stability of MA provider networks through the plan year. Toward this end, we urge Congress to pass the Medicare Advantage Participant Bill of Rights Act (H.R. 4998 and S. 2552). This legislation ensures that MA enrollees obtain transparent, reliable, and accurate information about their plans’ networks during the annual open enrollment period. Additionally, the bill provides assurance to MA enrollees that they will retain the ability to see the providers who were part of the plan’s network when they made the choice to enroll in the plan. This helps to protect beneficiaries against the loss of trusted providers while the beneficiary is locked into the plan.

Enhance transparency through data and notification: A recent report by the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) found that CMS regularly reviews plan-reported data, but rarely follows up on this information. Furthermore, none of this plan-level data is yet made available to the public.10 Toward this end, we support CMS’ April 2014 proposal to release the first public-use file on Part C and Part D plan-reported data.11 And we ask members of Congress to urge for the release of this data. Maximizing transparency would ultimately better inform consumers, while also facilitating greater accountability among MA plans—particularly in areas like grievances and appeals, where we believe significant improvements are warranted.

Encourage meaningful variation among plans: As reflected in numerous studies as well as our experience serving helpline callers, many people struggle to make choices when presented with several MA plans and multiple, complex plan variables. To encourage efficient plan selection, distinctions among plans must be made more meaningful, furthering recent efforts by CMS, described earlier, to eliminate plans too alike to other plans offered by the same insurer. At the same time, members of Congress should consider standardizing MA benefit packages, similar to the rubric required for supplemental Medigap plans (e.g., Plan A, Plan B, Plan C) to encourage “apples-to-apples” comparisons.12 This would make it easier for beneficiaries to make an informed choice, while creating an environment in which plans compete based on price and quality.

Some argue that the ACA’s increased emphasis on quality and efficiency must be coupled with increased flexibility for MA plans, specifically to alter cost-sharing and benefits. These suggestions concern us not only because they would further complicate the marketplace for consumers but might also lead to discriminatory practices. Given our experience, having helped tens of thousands of beneficiaries through the years, this market needs to be more standardized and well-regulated with clear rules that protect benefits, beneficiaries, and taxpayers. Increased flexibility for MA plans could encourage development of discriminatory plan designs intended to deter sicker, more vulnerable beneficiaries and skew risk unfavorably among products.

Enhance star ratings: As discussed above, the MA and Part D star rating system shows promise as a vehicle for improving both plan quality and simplifying consumer choice. In the short term, efforts to improve the star rating system should ensure that beneficiaries are educated and engaged, as many people

---

11 CMS, “CMS First Public Use File (PUF) of Plan-Reported Data,” HTTPS Menu from Tracy McCutcheon and Danielle Moon to all Part C and D Sponsors, Sent April 28, 2014, Medicare Rights Center, “Re: CMS First Public Use File (PUF) of Plan-Reported Data,” (Comments submitted May 12, 2014)
with Medicare are still unfamiliar with the system. According to KRC Research, only 23% of seniors interviewed through a national survey were aware of the star rating system. Clear, regular explanations of the rationale, meaning, and importance of the star rating system are needed. In addition, stars should reflect timely quality measures so beneficiaries can make choices based on the most recent data available.

In the long term, the star rating system should be enhanced to provide consumer-specific information relevant to individual choices. As the program evolves, people with Medicare should be able to “self-weight” various factors to create individualized quality ratings, sorting plans by the metrics most relevant to their individual needs.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the experience of our clients at Medicare Rights demonstrates that for some older adults and people with disabilities, MA plans are a good option, but for many others Original Medicare is a better choice. Thanks to recent advancements made possible by the ACA and additional efforts by CMS, the market for MA plans has significantly improved. These changes to MA plans must be preserved.

MA plans can play an important role in the value-driven agenda advanced by the ACA—and are already doing so. MA plan quality continues to increase, a trend attributable to quality improvement initiatives embedded in the ACA. While some may be inclined to link any annual plan changes to the ACA, like altered cost-sharing and changes to provider networks, it is important to recall that these practices have been the norm within the MA landscape since its inception. As always, people with MA have the option to switch their coverage during the annual Medicare open enrollment period if their plan no longer meets their health and financial needs.

Despite all of these improvements, our experience and empirical research indicate that Congress and CMS should do more to simplify plan selection and coverage rules for people with MA. To achieve this goal, we recommend adequately funding unbiased counseling resources, such as SHIPs; improving beneficiary notice regarding annual plan changes; appropriately limiting the ability of MA plans to make mid-year changes to provider networks; further streamlining and standardizing plans; and making available public data on the performance of MA plans, particularly with respect to appeals and grievances.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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Chairman BRADY. The reason we are holding this hearing is that the Affordable Care Act cut, slashed more than $300 billion out of Medicare Advantage that so many of our seniors rely upon. Now, the cuts were delayed through various actions. That is what Mr. Baker's testimony is all about. It did not happen. I agree. It did not happen because the cuts were delayed. Now they are becoming real, and there is no way it will not have some impact on seniors. The hearing today is to figure out what that impact will be.

Mr. Book, as you describe in your testimony, the cuts to Medicare Advantage are becoming real for millions of seniors. There is no magic bean here. These cuts will land on them. Some suggest and your testimony said that you would be forced to spend $3,700...
less per senior as a result of these cuts. Some suggest these simply eliminate inflated profits for Medicare Advantage Plans or have made them more efficient.

But as we all know, CMS requires MA Plans to bid on Medicare’s guaranteed benefits, A, B, D, as well as administrative costs. So this is all part of the bid.

So the question to you is: what is the real impact on our seniors as results from the cuts that really begin next year for Medicare Advantage?

Dr. BOOK. That $3,700 per senior per month or per enrolled member is going to have to be made up for by either reductions in benefits, increased copays, increased premiums. That is really all there is.

They can restrict provider networks so that there are fewer physicians seniors can see. Those are about all of the options they have.

You mentioned profit. The average health care company makes a profit of about three to five percent on all of their business, including their commercial and private sector business, and these cuts are 27 percent. So there is no way they can make up these cuts just by reducing their profit, even if they were willing to run profit down to zero. There is simply not enough room. They are going to have to make significant, very significant cuts in the benefits they provide to seniors or increase their prices that seniors pay above what they can afford.

Chairman BRADY. They have to reduce the benefits.

Dr. BOOK. Right.

Chairman BRADY. Or you have to increase the costs to seniors.

Dr. BOOK. Right. There is no other room. That is correct.

Chairman BRADY. You do not have a magic bean that you will be using somehow——

Dr. BOOK. Perhaps one of the physicians here could mention a magic bean, but I think if we had that we would have used that already.

Chairman BRADY [continuing]. Yes, I would think so.

Mr. Wing, Dr. Burnich, let us talk about what we know has already happened. I was around the last time Congress went after Medicare private plans in the 1997 Balanced Budget Act. According to the CBO estimates, at the time that law took $97 billion out of the plan. This is three times greater than that.

But I was there when almost two and a half million seniors lost their plan, some of them in our communities. I remember taking calls. I remember trying to figure out how we were going to get them in other plans. I remember how upset they were. They liked what they had, and there was an uproar.

So much so Congress intervened in 2003 and created new incentives through Medicare Advantage Plans, resulting in the successful program we have today. Now with the $300 billion in cuts, it feels like, as Yogi Berra said, “It’s deja vu all over again.”

Are we not likely to see similar levels of upset seniors once they start to feel the pain of these cuts, Mr. Wing, Dr. Burnich?

Mr. WING. I think the answer is yes. I cannot speak for the industry, but we submitted our bid for 2015 in the first week of June,
and there will be withdrawals from markets. There will be withdrawals of products from certain markets.

Chairman BRADY. Withdrawals from markets means there will be fewer Medicare Advantage Plans offered to fewer seniors.

Mr. WING. I cannot speak for the total industry, but I know that there is one geographic region where SCAN will be leaving in 2015 entirely. There are probably four or five counties where we are withdrawing some of our special need products, and in virtually all of our markets, we will be increasing what we ask seniors to pay, especially on the Part D, the Rx benefits.

Chairman BRADY. Sure.

Mr. WING. There will also be slight trimming of the networks, both in Arizona and California.

Chairman BRADY. They will be able to see fewer doctors, fewer hospitals, less choice.

Mr. WING. Yes.

Chairman BRADY. And that impact would not be occurring without these Affordable Care Act cuts?

Mr. WING. You know, we are a not-for-profit, but we need to have a margin, and right now in 2014 we have a negative margin. So we love caring for seniors.

Chairman BRADY. Negative margin means your profits are so large you are actually losing money?

Mr. WING. We are losing money.

Chairman BRADY. Yes.

Dr. BURNICH. So about 1997, I lived through it. I practiced it in Ohio. It was not pleasant. It was painful for those that we cared for. It left a bad taste in the physician's mouth.

I think you have to have choice. Narrow networks take away choice, but it also takes away quality physicians, and I am here as a physician. I am not here as a health planner, and I think it is important to offer choice and a broader network so that there is a broad palate of services.

The programs like AIM would never get off the ground, and when you look at the expenditures in Medicare, 28 percent of all CMS dollars are spent in the last year of life, and half of that is in the last month.

Chairman BRADY. So the plan that targets the most sick and chronically ill seniors would not have gotten off the ground?

Dr. BURNICH. No, and it will not be sustainable either.

And then the last piece I would say is physicians have to manage overhead, and at some point those cuts past down to them through the health plans is they will just disengage, and even the plans that do exist in counties, they will not be in them. They will go back to fee-for-volume, and if you recall after BBA 1997, if you looked at the rate of increase of expenditures, they plateaued a little bit after 1997, and then they went up much faster than they did in the previous ten years.

I think the same thing could occur if you do that now.

Chairman BRADY. You think the impact on seniors will be the same or greater than the cuts in the Balanced Budget Agreement?

Dr. BURNICH. I do not know, but I know that physicians will figure out how to cover their overhead by doing more things.
Chairman BRADY. Doing more things, seeking revenue from other sources?

Dr. BURNICH. They will do more testing. They will do more invasive procedures. They will do what they did after 1997.

Chairman BRADY. Can I finish with this?

Dr. BURNICH. I hate to say that, but I think——

Chairman BRADY. No, I know. Look. No magic bean here.

Care coordination innovation within Medicare Advantage I think has been hugely helpful long term for our seniors. What is the impact of that when you are facing these cuts? Is that a risk?

Mr. WING. Well, I think the care coordination is very, very valuable for the population we serve, the dual-eligibles, the seniors and our C–SNPs, our seniors and our I–SNPs. Every year we have to do an up-front assessment, an HRA, if you will. We have to develop a care management plan, a multidiscipline care management plan, and we love to do the special need plans.

But they are underfunded. So they will be uniquely impacted with these cuts as opposed to vanilla MAPD program.

Dr. BURNICH [continuing]. So in the 20th Century, a physician could practice and manage 25 to 30 drugs and a dozen tests, and now people are living longer. They are more complex. There are more complex drugs. You need a village of people to take care of people.

So team-based care is a 21st Century concept, and it is evolving. Some people call it patient-centered medical home. I call it team-based care. Those teams are comprised of individuals such as care managers, nurse practitioners, sometimes a pharmacist, social worker, behavioral therapist because these people that are living longer are having much more complex problems, and physicians by themselves, internists like myself cannot do it alone, and if they do not have those teams around them, the patients will go back to falling through the cracks like they have in the past.

And so I think the members of those teams, those budget cuts will take those people right out of the program.

Chairman BRADY. Yes. A final point, thank you for the testimony, all of you. You know, around here if there is a $3 billion cut to Medicare the place goes crazy. We are ending Medicare as you know it. A $300 billion cut to seniors today, some say, “Oh, it is not problem. Nothing is going to happen.”

There is going to be real impact. It is coming at us soon. I think seniors need to know what the impact is, and I think Congress needs to find a way to try to avoid these serious cuts on our seniors.

Dr. McDermott, you are recognized.

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I asked to have a couple of graphs put up on the monitors because one of them shows the Medicare Advantage premiums, and you see that line that starts up high there and goes down and is flat. That blue line is the premiums of Medicare.

Now, we have had these harbingers of disaster come in here and tell us that, “Oh, my God, this is the end of Medicare. What we have done with these cuts is going to just end Medicare and it is going to price it out of people’s ability.”
But the fact is the premiums have stayed down. Now, the CBO, if you look at those three lines, the green line is what CBO projected would happen to MA in terms of enrollment before the enactment of the law. The red line is what they projected after it passed, and the blue line, the one that goes up to almost 15 million, is the fact of what has actually happened.

CBO has not projected correctly on what was going to happen with MA. All the disaster folks who come out here like Cassandra telling us it is the end of the world are clearly not being able to project what is going on.

We have made the cuts. They have already been started in 2011. We have been gradually reducing the amount that Medicare Advantage Programs are getting. What that does is force doctors and programs to figure out how to do it more efficiently.

Now, what I am hearing from the three of you is give us more money. Do you people understand that you came to the wrong place? These guys are not going to give you more money. They cannot raise taxes for highways, much less more money for Medicare. So you are asking for more money. They are not telling you you are going to get more money. They just want to scare the old people, and your job is going to be how do you deal with the money that you are going to get because they are voting for these cuts.

The Ryan budget has had them in every single time.

Chairman BRADY. Just for the record, I would say no Republican voted for the Medicare Advantage cuts in the Affordable Care Act. No Republican voted for it, and this chart does not recognize that the Administration delayed the cuts, 80 percent of them.

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman, the Ryan budget uses the savings from the Affordable Care Act, and you can parse it any way you want, but you voted for it.

Chairman BRADY. The Ryan budget is not the law today. These are people who are living under real cuts and real law.

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Right. Mr. Baker, you have listened to this. Should seniors be worried as we go into this election about these cuts?

Mr. BAKER. Given the experience that we have had thus far, I do not think so. In our discussions with plan executives both in New York State and in other areas of the country, we have heard that certainly plans are concerned, but they are also very concerned with keeping market share in their MA products which they think are profitable and which they think are, you know, very valuable to their product lines, particularly in an environment now under the Affordable Care Act where they could potentially cover someone, you know, cradle to grave, as it were.

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Are they putting in bids?

I mean, we hear that somebody is pulling out of a market. So I guess maybe some are, some are not?

Mr. BAKER. Yes. I mean, I think that the experience, once again, every particular plan is making a decision about whether or not to increase market share in particular markets, pull in or pull out, and that is what we have seen consistently over the course of the history of the Medicare Plus Choice and the Medicare Advantage Program.
These are private entities that make business decisions based upon reimbursement and a number of other factors about whether to enter a particular market or leave a particular market, and certainly BBA, other reimbursement changes can affect that behavior, but there is a whole host of other issues that can be specific to particular plans that have nothing to do with reimbursement overall.

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Let me ask you one quick question. Are those plans open so that you can see what they are offering seniors in their Medicare Advantage?

Mr. BAKER. Open how? I am sorry.

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Open to look at them and see if they are cutting benefits.

Mr. BAKER. Yes. I mean, we studied plans in New York, and we have looked at plans across the country, and we have not seen any significant change in benefits year to year and no trend in that regard.

Mr. MCDERMOTT. They are making a bid based on the law as it presently is and the cuts that are being phased in over a period of time, slowed down by the Administration; they are making bids on that basis, and they say they can make it?

Mr. BAKER. Many of the plans that I talk to say they can make it. Many, and I think in the testimony of some of the witnesses today there are a variety of strategies like looking for those four and five-star ratings that still bring significant bonuses to, you know, weather this and also other efficiencies to bring to bear.

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Thank you.

Chairman BRADY. Thank you.

Just for the record, Mr. Baker, the trends have not changed because the cuts have not occurred. This hearing is about the future and the impact on our seniors.

Mr. Johnson is recognized.

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Wing, Dr. Burnich and Mr. Book, you know, my district back home includes Collin County, Texas. That is Dallas and Plano. My district is about 24 percent Medicare beneficiaries, and they have opted out of traditional fee-for-service Medicare and enrolled in Medicare Advantage because there are more advantages, obviously.

Since Obamacare became law, Medicare Advantage enrollment has doubled in our county, yet benefits are expected to be cut over $2,600 per person, and the total number of plans has already begun to decline.

I wonder if each of you can just explain what cuts mean for Medicare beneficiaries in my county and in the Nation, and if these beneficiaries lose access to their Medicare Advantage Plan, what challenge will they face when they have to re-enroll in a fee-for-service Medicare, and is that going to work?

Mr. Wing.

Mr. WING. If I may, I will just speak to the SCAN experience, and SCAN is operational in Arizona, Northern California, and Southern California.

I do not think the experience in Texas is going to be much different than in California or Arizona for 2015, 2016, and 2017. We are trying to shoot for a small margin, but no margin, no mission, and we are being forced to do things we do not want to do.
We are a not-for-profit. Our whole mission is to improve the health and independence of our members, but with the cuts and the changes, we are going to have, as I mentioned, to withdraw from one geographic market, withdraw products, especially the special need products that are probably the most important products of the MA Program because they deal with the most frail seniors.

But we cannot sustain. They are hard for us to sustain in good times. With these cuts, in some geographies we are going to have to withdraw them, and for our core programs, we are going to have to make some changes, more cost share participation on the part of the beneficiaries. I think you will see that in Texas. I think you will see that across the land.

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you.
Chairman BRADY. Dr. Burnich.

Dr. BURNICH. I think the biggest concern for me is access to care for patients, particularly if they get disenrolled from a Medicare Advantage Plan. Fee-for-service Medicare and primary care, it is hard to run a practice off of that. You have to really kind of manage a percentage, if you will, of the patients. Those patients, if they get disenrolled from an MA plan, might have trouble getting into a PCP, not to mention we have a shortage of PCPs.

We have an aging population that is growing. So we are really putting pressure on access to care.

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, and do you not see some docs even getting out of the business?

Dr. BURNICH. Absolutely.

Mr. JOHNSON. That is what I am seeing.

Dr. BURNICH. Yes. I do not think California and Texas are different there.

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, Mr. Book.

Dr. BOOK. I think the type of impact is going to be the same throughout the country. The individual dollar amount of the impact is going to vary from county to county and State to State, and the reason for that is the benchmark rates are set at the county level.

In the past they have been set by a somewhat arbitrary formula, and now we are just transitioning to a different, somewhat arbitrary formula. So the difference between the old rates and the new rates is going to vary from place to place.

So the counties that are hit worst are in Louisiana. The counties that are hit least are in Montana, on average, but the types of impacts we are going to see are the same. Everybody is going to see a reduction in benchmarks. Everybody is going to see an increase in out-of-pocket spending and/or a reduction in benefits. It is going to happen everywhere.

You put up that nice chart about what would have happened if the Affordable Care Act has been implemented, but it was not implemented. So, of course, the predictions did not come true. That is kind of like if you say if you jump off a building, you will hit the ground, but if you say, “Well, I am not going to jump off the building yet so I am still fine,” that does not really mean that it is okay to jump off a building.

Mr. JOHNSON. I hope we do not go jump off a building.

Mr. Chairman, I am ashamed that this Administration decimates Medicare, especially Medicare Advantage, to pay for Obamacare,
and while they are playing political games and covering up these cuts until after the election, Medicare beneficiaries in my district and around the Nation are losing benefits and access to their preferred Medicare Advantage Plans.

So I just want to thank you for holding this hearing, and I yield back the balance of my time.

Chairman BRADY. Thank you.

Mr. Gerlach, you are recognized.

Mr. GERLACH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I want to start with the premise that Dr. Book made in his testimony that the average reduction in benefits for 2017 relative to the pre-ACA baseline is going to be over $3,700 per beneficiary per year, about 27 percent. So if you would, make that an assumption for the purpose of my question for each of you.

What do you think that kind of impact is going to have particularly on the area of the dual-eligibles?

And of course, that varies. The affluence of counties, of course, varies. The number of dual-eligibles per county varies. The benchmarks therefore vary.

But in terms of the scope and breadth of your current activity, recognizing that unique population of the Medicare patients, the dual-eligibles who tend to be more disadvantaged, who tend to have more severe health risks, what do you think the impact of Dr. Book’s prognostication would be particularly with regard to that patient population?

And I would start with you, Mr. Wing.

Mr. WING. Well, thanks. It is a great question.

We have been dealing with the dual-eligibles in California where they only integrate Medi-Cal and Medicare streams, 27 percent over the next three years. Just take what I said about what we are doing for 2015 and magnify it by three or four. You know, these frails, they need a lot more. They are the frailest of the frail, and to reduce the network and especially when all of the pilots are counting on past enrollment, but if they lose the continuity of care with their trusted physician, they are going to bounce back into Medicare fee-for-service, and that is going to really cost the system because it is not just going to be the Medicare dollars that are at risk.

Without a good care management program, they could very well end up in custodial and long-term care, and when members typically go into custodial care, typically they do not come out. And that is not as far as the dignity, the cost of the system.

So much narrower network which has a corresponding impact as far as the passive enrollment will go way down. They will opt back into Medicare fee-for-service, and without the care management the doctor just talked about, they will probably end up in institutions and then long-term care.

You talk about a shortsighted strategy. We need more care management for the more frail populations, whether they are dually eligible, ESRD, chronically ill. We need more care management to keep them out of the ERs, to keep them out of the acute settings, and most importantly for the duals, to keep them out of custodial care.

Mr. GERLACH. Doctor.
Dr. BURNICH. The primary care physician for most dual-eligibles in this country is the emergency room, and then they clog up the emergency room for people who really need the care. It is not that they do not need the care, but they can be managed in a lower cost setting.

In those 1,800 patients that are in AIM a day right now, 11 percent of them are dual-eligible, and I can tell you that in a poor county like Sonoma and Santa Rosa, the residents came to me and said, “This is the greatest program because now we do not have to manage these people in the hospital, and they are in the hospital for a long time and they take up a lot of resources and then they get lost to follow-up because they have no care coordination.”

So that is the concern I have.

Mr. GERLACH. Dr. Book.

Dr. BOOK. I would agree with that, and I would also add that dual-eligibles get assistance from Medicaid in paying their fee-for-service copays and, if they are enrolled in Medicare Advantage, their Medicare Advantage premiums and copays.

So in addition to getting access to coordinated care through Medicare Advantage, they also end up saving the States money because the amount Medicare has to pay to put someone into a Medicare Advantage program is a lot less than the copays they would pay if that same person were in fee-for-service.

So if we reduce the Medicare Advantage benchmarks and plans end up exiting markets and there are fewer MA Plans and they take fewer patients, we are going to have dual-eligibles who are transitioning out of Medicare Advantage, losing their coordinated care, losing the doctors and hospitals that know them and that they know, and in addition, costing the Medicaid Program more money.

So if we cut the program we do not actually save the money. We just put it somewhere else.

Mr. GERLACH. Mr. Baker.

Mr. BAKER. I think it is important to note that the Affordable Care Act has made significant investments in dual-eligibles through demonstration projects, and those are getting underway now. I think certainly we all agree that there needs to be better care coordination for this population which is very vulnerable, and that needs to occur across the board, both in MA but also in the fee-for-service program through either these demonstration projects or through things like accountable care organizations or other efforts that the ACA has put forward so that really they are available to all people with Medicare, not just people on Medicare Advantage.

Mr. GERLACH. Thank you all for your testimony.

Chairman.

Chairman BRADY. Thank you.

Mr. Blumenauer is recognized.

Mr. BLUMENAUER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I appreciate being able to have a little deeper dive on some of the impacts of Medicare Advantage.

I think my community has the highest penetration of Medicare Advantage in the country, or close to it, and so I have been following this closely.
Part of the issue is that there is an opportunity to coax more value. There are some extraordinarily high cost areas around the country. We kind of think we are a little discriminated against in our community. We have pretty high value outputs, low costs, and we see these things scattered around the country. So I think there is nationally an opportunity to extract more value, and we ought to do it carefully, and I appreciate the admonition from some of our witnesses.

One of the areas, however, in terms of coaxing more value out of managed care, I think, is an opportunity to deal with value-based insurance design, and rather than quack on, my friend and colleague, Congresswoman Black, I am looking forward to working with her co-sponsoring legislation, but since she is the lead co-sponsor, I would like to yield if I could to her because she is a little further down the line and may need more time, if you would care to comment or ask questions.

Mrs. BLACK. Well, thank you, Mr. Blumenauer.

I am so delighted that we are working together on this concept because this is one that I believe down the road is going to show us real benefit. Having been a nurse for 40 years, I know specifically in nursing if we can get someone, particularly those who have chronic conditions like diabetes and cardiovascular disease, if we can get them to stay on their regimen, they are going to be a lot more healthy. They are going to save costs in the long run and quality of care for them is certainly going to be better.

So this bill that we have together, and we have just filed it, is H.R. 5183, and it would incentivize the insurance companies. It would set up a demonstration project to incentivize the insurance companies to use those kinds of mechanisms that would give incentives to the patients for them to make sure that they are using what we know will make them healthy.

For instance, if you are diabetic, there would either be low copays or no copays on things such as insulin. Maybe there would be no cost to go and see your primary care doctor for things like foot mapping and so on that we know already proven to keep people healthy.

So I am delighted that we are able to have this bill together, and I hope that it will pass so we can get this demonstration project, show that it does work, and then roll it out all across this country.

So, Mr. Blumenauer, I will yield back to you so that you can ask whatever questions of the witnesses.

Mr. BLUMENAUER. I think it is important for us to be able to push. One of the things that I like about the Affordable Care Act is that there were a number of pilot projects. There are tests because we are going to be in the middle of health care reform for the next decade, but I think this is an opportunity to provide the right sort of incentives for patients, doing it on a couple of pilot projects, a couple of plans, to be able to see what works and what does not.

I know there are some people who have some concerns. They want to make sure that it is done appropriately, and I think we can do that.

So I am looking forward to the rollout of the bill. I hope that this might be on the list that I have talked to the chairman about, but
I think there are a variety of areas that we ought to be able to agree that have nothing to do with Obamacare. These are things that we can move forward on.

Mr. Gerlach has a proposal that I think has great merit. I have been working with Dr. Poe on the end of life care, with some 50 bipartisan co-sponsors.

I would hope, Mr. Chairman, that there would be an opportunity for us to have hearings on things that we are not necessarily going to be hearing about on the Sunday talk shows, but could make a difference, and I think this is an example. I look forward to working with my colleague, and I hope we can bring it back before the committee for further discussion.

Thank you, and I yield back.

Chairman BRADY. Thank you, Mr. Blumenauer.

Dr. Price is recognized.

Mr. PRICE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to thank you for holding this hearing, and thank the witnesses.

I think it is incredibly important that we focus on what is going to happen. We know what has happened to date, and many of us differ on what the effect of that has been regarding the Obamacare/ACA.

I do want to touch on something that Dr. McDermott said though because it is important for the witnesses to know. It is important for the folks in this room to know. It is important for the people across this country to know that no Republican voted for these cuts to Medicare, not one, not one in the House, not one in the Senate. And my friend from Washington State talks about them being included in the budget. The budget is required when we pass a budget; we are required to assume current law. That is where we start. And so what we do is take the money that has been stolen and raided from Medicare and put it back into Medicare. That is how we secure, save, and strengthen Medicare. So it is important that we set the record straight on that.

Dr. Book, I want to touch on this star rating program and dive a little deeper on it. This is a program that as I understand was put in place by CMS to allow beneficiaries to be able to tell different things about plans and compare the plans. Yet it has now morphed into a program where Medicare, where CMS uses it to provide payments.

Dr. BOOK. Right. That is correct.

Mr. PRICE. Does that make any sense at all?

Dr. BOOK. Well, not as the program is currently constituted, no. Originally the idea was that CMS would help Medicare beneficiaries to choose an MA plan by giving ratings based on their criteria, and if a beneficiary wanted to use those criteria to choose their plan, they could, and if they wanted to go and investigate on their own and call up a plan and see what doctors do you cover and what services do you cover, they could ignore the star ratings if they wanted to and make their own decision.

That makes sense. I think that is fine.

Mr. PRICE. That makes some sense.

Dr. BOOK. But once you take that system and use it to make payments, you are adjusting the benefits that the plans can offer,
and you are saying to a senior whose criteria are different from that of the bureaucrats in CMS——

Mr. PRICE. Right.

Dr. BOOK [continuing]. “If you like a different plan, you are going to have to pay more and accept lower benefits if your criteria are different from the bureaucrats’ criteria.”

I think that undermines the goal of patient choice, which was one of the goals of having Medicare Advantage in the first place.

Mr. PRICE. Right. We would agree. This is another Washington knows best.

Dr. BOOK. Yes, exactly.

Mr. PRICE. We know what is best for you as a patient.

Dr. BOOK. And from what I understand, CMS instituted the star rating program on its own just as a way of helping seniors, and then later it was incorporated by the Affordable Care Act, assuming it would continue to exist and saying, “Okay. Now, pay people that way.”

Mr. PRICE. That is my understanding as well.

Dr. BOOK. Yes.

Mr. PRICE. Now, in your testimony you talk about some perverse incentives, some disincentives in the star rating program for having docs care for the sickest patients out there, the ones with the highest comorbidities, the ones with the greatest health challenges.

Can you expand on that?

Dr. BOOK. So some of the criteria give negative ratings to plan if certain things happen, and a plan could game the system by treating, you know, a healthier mix of patients, and we really do not want that. Really the people who need the treatment are the sickest patients.

If you set up a criteria that says, you know, how many people achieved some certain benchmark without adjusting for how healthy or unhealthy they were when they came to see you, then, you know, we are not really being fair to the doctors. We are saying we are going to penalize you if you take care of the hardest cases, and I think that is the opposite of what we ought to be incentivizing.

Mr. PRICE. One of the huge challenges that we have is to try to incentivize physicians to continue in practice. Mr. Johnson mentioned docs fleeing practice. As a former practicing physician I hear from my former colleagues all the time. Many of them are just looking for the exit doors because of these kinds of rules and regulatory oppression that they are working under right now.

Dr. BOOK. This exists also in the fee-for-service system. There is this notion of pay for performance where you pay doctors for doing, you know, what they call evidence-based care. What it really is is they have a list of things that you are supposed to do for a patient with a particular diagnosis, and if you check all of these boxes, you get more money.

So, for example, you are supposed to tell everyone who has had a heart attack to take aspirin. Well, that is great for most patients, but what if the guy is allergic to aspirin?

Mr. PRICE. Yes.
Dr. BOOK. If you get patients who are allergic to aspirin, are they going to pay you less?

Mr. PRICE. Yes. It is again Washington knows best.

I want to touch very quickly on this $3,700, Mr. Wing, because you mentioned your margin was two to three percent, as I recall.

Mr. WING. I have no margin. I will lose money in 2014.

Mr. PRICE. So if what Mr. Book says is correct and that is that payments are going to go down from the Federal Government per patient $3,700 a year, what happens to your model?

Mr. WING. Well, we have levers, and first I have to become more efficient. We spent $40 million on a new IT system that should be implemented——

Mr. PRICE. Can you absorb $3,700 per patient?

Mr. WING [continuing]. No, not without extraneous changes.

Mr. PRICE. Thank you.

Mr. WING. Thank you.

Chairman BRADY. Mr. Smith is recognized for five minutes.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

And thank you to our witnesses as well.

The chart that we saw earlier is very interesting, and certainly it is enlightening in terms of the trends they indicate. I am sure you saw the chart as well. Mr. Book, now the cuts would take place in 2015; is that correct?

Dr. BOOK. We already have published rates for 2015 that incorporate those cuts, yes. The specific rates are published one year at a time. So we have seen the first year of cuts already.

Mr. SMITH. So are we going to see some different trends from the lines in this graph?

Dr. BOOK. I believe so, yea. In fact, as my colleague mentioned, they are already withdrawing from one geographic area, and that is one plan sponsor withdrawing from one area. I think we are going to see more withdrawals and more increases in premiums.

Again, this year the change from last year is only three percent, but that is because the Affordable Care Act’s cuts for last year were offset by regulatory action. So the transition from 2014 to 2015 is going to be less than it would have been before.

Once you start moving forward, we are going to see substantial changes unless there is some other action that causes the Affordable Care Act not to be implemented.

Mr. SMITH. Mr. Baker, do you believe that these trends can continue with the impending changes?

Mr. BAKER. Well, certainly recent projections by the CBO continue to indicate that there will be rising enrollment in Medicare Advantage and that the initial projections and the CBO took into account these changes in reimbursement methodology, that there will continue to be different projections, better projections about ongoing enrollment in Medicare Advantage.

So it does look like plans will be able to absorb these cuts. They will be able to innovate around and——

Mr. SMITH. Well, how long do you think they can absorb and just kind of continue amidst many of these conditions?

My concern is overall that health care professionals are frustrated. They do not like the view of the future. It concerns me greatly, especially as a representative of a part of rural America,
that health care providers, when I hear from them, they are just
discouraging young people, especially family members, from going
into health care, and this is because of the Federal Government
making such a bureaucracy of health care.

And I am very concerned about such a reduction in providers. It
is already difficult to find providers in rural America, and it stands
to get much worse, and lack of providers means less competition in
urban areas and less mere access in rural areas.

We see that there will likely be disproportionate impact to Medi-
care Advantage choices in rural America. Mr. Book, can you elabo-
rate on that perhaps?

Is it correct that there would be a disproportionate reduction of
choices in rural America?

Dr. BOOK. I have not looked specifically at the rural-urban dis-
tinction, but if you want, I can get back to you on that later.

In general, some of the rural counties had upward adjustments
in their benchmarks prior to the ACA. That indicates they might
be hit harder, but I would have to check the numbers to be sure.

Mr. SMITH. Okay. I would appreciate any further information on
that.

Dr. BOOK. I can do that, yes.

Mr. SMITH. I am very concerned about the frustration that this
is causing across health care, and that this would actually lead to——

Dr. BOOK. There is an extra bonus in the Affordable Care Act
for certain types of urban areas. There is a set of demographic cri-
teria for what counts as a qualifying county. It does not include
every urban area, but it does include any rural area. Again, I
would have to look at numbers to be sure, but I would not be sur-
prised if it turns out that rural areas are harder hit.

Mr. SMITH [continuing]. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I
yield back.

Chairman BRADY. Thank you.

Mr. Thompson, you are recognized.

Mr. THOMPSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you to all of the witnesses for being here.

Mr. Wing, I want to circle back on what the gentleman from
Georgia questioned about, and that is the star program. You are
a four and a half star program.

Mr. WING. Yes, sir.

Mr. THOMPSON. I am interested to know if the quality has im-
proved because of the star program and to get your input on this,
give you a chance to respond to the issue of star.

Mr. WING. Thank you.

For five years prior to my being at SCAN, I was the Chief Oper-
ating Officer for HealthCare Partners, which has big operations in
California and Nevada and Florida. There was a sea change event
with the stars. When you start having incentives for quality and
there are benchmarks where we can compare plans versus plans,
providers versus providers, you can start having really robust con-
versations about how do you improve best practices, and that is
what we are doing with our provider integration.

We bring these 14 groups together, and we do not hide the data.
They have an economic incentive to group quality. They know who
is best at each one of those 50 metrics, and then we have the physicians from those 14 groups share how do they get this best practice.

I think we may debate this, but for my 30 years of being in health care, we now have a standard, and it has caused a sea change event amongst the providers that I deal with in Arizona and California to really focus on quality. And I would say there is some debate as far as are the metrics all the right metrics, but it does deal with patient satisfaction. It does deal with medication adherence, which does reduce cost long term.

It is not perfect, but I applaud the stars program.

Mr. THOMPSON. Dr. Burnich, do you support the ACA’s effort to create payment parity between the MA plans and fee-for-service?

Dr. BURNICH. Based on the demographics of the current patients that are in MA, no, because they are a sicker population that choose MA at least at this point. It is not apples and apples. The sicker patients pick MA, and you need more resources, which means you need more revenue to manage them.

Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Baker, same question.

Mr. BAKER [continuing]. I think, you know, the solution there is increasing and better risk adjustment for those folks rather than across the board subsidies or overpayments to Medicare Advantage Plans.

Once again, we look to the dual eligible special demonstration projects and others where risk adjustment certainly is a challenge, but you know, we cannot make the perfect the enemy of the good and need to keep on that continuum.

I think also the same holds true with the special needs plans. Rather than across the board and saying to plan, you know, “Here is a pot of money. Allocate it as you will or cross-subsidize your product lines,” but rather in those product lines making sure that Medicare is paying the right reimbursement for the right payments, given their risk of incurring cost, and of course, those that are more vulnerable and sicker are going to have a higher risk and so there should be higher reimbursement for those folks and less reimbursement, in turn, for those that are healthier or, as was said earlier, going to the gym through the gym membership.

So that balance is always difficult to strike, and many plans are striking it on their own, and I think they have a partner now in CMS and trying to strike it, although, you know, there are going to be bumps along the way.

Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Baker, to continue, if you could list three or four top ways that we could improve the MA program, what would be on your list?

Mr. BAKER. Well, I think, you know, better risk adjustment would be one of those, and continuing to enhance the star rating program and making sure that, you know, it is reflective of what consumers need to know. I think continuing to simplify and standardize plan products.

You know there has been a lot of talk about choice here, but we find that consumers are paralyzed even by, say, ten or 15 plan choices. So you know, with the average consumer now having 18 plans we just find that they are not able to kind of make an intel-
ligent choice because they are not having apples to apples comparisons. So further work there on simplification.

And then finally, some work on midyear provider changes. There have been some midyear provider changes that have really bumped people out of providers, and they are stuck in an MA plan where their provider no longer is contracting with. So that is another issue that we would like to work on.

Mr. THOMPSON. Thank you.

Chairman BRADY. Thank you.

Mr. Roskam.

Mr. ROSKAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

You know, one of the interesting things about sitting up here and watching you as you are watching us is watching your faces as each one is giving different testimony, and I think it would be a very interesting thing to do color commentary of congressional hearings because when Mr. Baker made the assertion that there is no evidence of trend toward less generous benefits and then sort of following that on with the inquiry from Dr. Price about the ability to absorb $3,700 and so forth, I just was looking at Mr. Wing. The expression that I saw, and these are my words and not your words, “Absorb what?” You know, like how much more capacity can you absorb?

So, Mr. Wing, my question is not to weigh in on my color commentary of congressional testimony, but that is to give some more insight. What I have heard today described are various levers, various tools that are pretty uniform across the witnesses. That is here is how this works. You can do higher costs. You can reduce benefits. You can shrink choices. You said we can vertically integrate and drive savings and so forth, but you also said something that I found interesting, and I did not quite pick it up.

Did you say that people with special needs are going to be uniquely impacted? Was it special needs or another word?

Mr. WING. It is special needs, frail populations, seniors with multiple chronic conditions, the duals. You know, when I take a look at our data, 14 percent of our members with five or more chronic conditions consume more than half of our in-patient confinements, and so accelerating the risk adjustment for the chronically ill as Medpac says, the risk adjustment for chronically ill members is not where it needs to be.

So economic incentives, we love taking care of the frail and the chronically ill, but the rest of the industry may not, and they have an economic incentive not to, and that is where we need to focus our efforts. The Medicare chart book says 62 percent of seniors with multiple chronic conditions were 92 percent of the total Medicare spent.

We have to be very careful about what we do, especially the impact to those seniors who have got four, five or six or more chronic conditions, and of those, if I may, 50 percent or more of them have got heart disease, which is probably not a surprise. Fifty percent or more have diabetes, which is not a surprise, but 50 percent of them or more are depressed, and they are probably depressed because they are so sick and they are not getting everything they need.
Mr. ROSKAM. So this trend, to pick up on one of the examples that Dr. Burnich used, you talked about trying to deal with the grandmother who is probably like Mr. Wing is describing. The grandmother who wants to go to her granddaughter’s graduation, that type of patient with this cumulative nature of a lot of difficulties or special needs is going to be uniquely impacted, uniquely negatively impacted or hurt by this. Is that fair enough?

Dr. BURNICH. Yes.
Mr. WING. Yes.
Mr. ROSKAM. I yield back.

Chairman BRADY. Thank you.

Mr. Buchanan is recognized.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I want to thank all of our witnesses for taking the time today. I am personally very concerned. In my district in Florida, my congressional district, we have over 54,000 on Medicare Advantage. In Florida alone, it is 1.4 million, over that, in Medicare Advantage. The State is growing back now at three, 400,000 people a year. I talked to a lot of medical providers, a lot of our doctors. Everybody is disillusioned with where we are at, and when you think about 10,000 a day turning 65 for the next 30 years, 400,000, a lot of them are coming to Florida. So I am very, very concerned about these cuts and the impact it will have on our seniors, especially when you look out over quite a few years.

Mr. Book, I wanted to ask you as it relates to the next year, what are the cuts and benefits anticipated that you mentioned earlier?

Dr. BOOK. Each Medicare Advantage Plan has a number of levers they can pull. They can increase premiums to patients. They can reduce copays or they can reduce benefits or they can narrow their networks.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Is there a percentage or a number?

Dr. BOOK. I do not have that.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Have you heard that number?

Dr. BOOK. I do not have specific numbers on what plans are actually doing. We can look that up and get back to you on that I am sure.

Mr. BUCHANAN. The bigger issue, looking down the road, because a lot of seniors might be 67, we have a lot of people staying active to 90.

Dr. BOOK. Right.

Mr. BUCHANAN. One of the things I am concerned at is looking over ten years, the Congressional Budget Office is saying over 300 billion in cuts. What is the impact to the providers and to our seniors, you know, all over the country, but especially in Florida with $300 billion in cuts?

Dr. BOOK. So that is cumulative cuts over ten years. Starting in 2017, that is going to be about $3,700 per patient on average. It is going to vary from place to place. You know, we have specific numbers for each country that I can share with you. The money has to come from somewhere. The only place it can come from is cutting benefits or making seniors pay more. Those are the only two choices. If you cut benefits, you know, they are not allowed to cut, you know, the most basic health care benefits, but they can cut everything else that they add on top of that.
So, for example, if you cut coordinated care or if you cut preventive care that is not affected by the preventive care mandate, you might end up increasing people's need for health care down the road. You might end up cutting one particular category but making you worse off.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Let me just move on.

Dr. Burnich, do you want to comment on that, the $300 billion in cuts over the next ten years, the impact? Let us say the medical community, the providers, I can just tell you a lot of people in our area are very disillusioned. A lot of doctors with practices for 30 years are being consolidated by hospitals. I am very concerned with the need going forward, with the anticipated cuts, but I would like to get it from your perspective.

Dr. BURNICH. It will diminish, as I said before, access. There will not be physicians to see unless they do concierge medicine where you pay an annual fee out of your own pocket. But this cohort of patients does not have that kind of money. So I do not see that it is sustainable.

The only place other than cutting benefits or increasing premiums to accessing real dollars is in the last six months of life, and it is in the very last month of life is where we spend all the money.

In our AIM Program, there is probably 30 percent that are Hospice eligible, but they choose not to go into Hospice for various reasons, emotional. They are not ready there yet, but when we get them to go into this program, and I cannot talk to you about the dollars yet because I am bound by CMMI not to do so, but they are significant, and I think they are significant enough at least in this populations, not all the MA lives, to provide some real savings to minimize those cuts.

Mr. BUCHANAN. One other question. My time is running out. Mr. Book, can you comment? We are seeing terminations in Medicare Advantage in our region. Is that because of the ACA or do you know?

Dr. BOOK. It is quite likely that it is. When payments are reduced, if a health plan does not think that they can attract patients and serve them well with the level of payment they are going to get, then they might just withdraw from the market instead of having a bunch of unsatisfied patients they cannot take proper care of.

Mr. BUCHANAN. That is what I am hearing.

Thank you, and I yield back.

Chairman BRADY. Thank you.

Mrs. Black, thank you for joining us today. You are recognized.

Mrs. BLACK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you again for allowing me to sit in as a non-member. I am so interested in these issues, and I really appreciate your allowing me to be here.

I want to go back to the idea that Congressman Blumenauer talked about in the bill that we have to have a demonstration project, and I am just convinced that we need to look at this and make sure that it is what we have seen in our work, but to actually have the study to show that it does work.

So probably, Dr. Burnich, I would like to have you talk a little bit about what your thoughts are on such programs since you have had an innovation grant, which I understand was initiated under
MA. So if you could talk a little bit about whether you think this is something that is important.

Dr. BURNICH. I think any time we can focus on value and setting value, i.e., decreasing cost and improving quality by whatever method is the right directional approach, and I think that is what I gleaned from wherever you were headed.

Then it becomes so what costs are we talking about. That is where, you know, you get into the nitty-gritty, and that was the only piece I did not understand about what you were saying with your bill.

Mrs. BLACK. Well, the idea of this is to show that if we are able to incentivize people to use the kinds of care that the physician recommends, that they are going to have a better outcome, therefore less admissions to the hospital especially for our diabetic patients and our cardiac, as you have already talked about. If we can keep them on a regime, we know that they are going to use less services and the quality of life is going to be better.

Mr. Wing, would you like to weigh in on that as well since you are a care provider.

Mr. WING. You know, I think anything we can do with the system, with the providers, with the members to be more compliant with proven prevention that is going to reduce system cost and reduce and improve quality, like medication adherence for hypertensives, for diabetes, I applaud.

Mrs. BLACK. Mr. Book, do you have a thought on it as well?

Dr. BOOK. I admit I have not seen the bill yet, but it sounds like a good idea. One thing I would add is we talk about value based medicine. The fees in the fee-for-service system are not set based on value to the patient. In fact, they are based on a rather crude estimate of cost, and they specifically exclude any consideration of value to the patient.

So by definition they pay more for a high cost, low value service than a low cost, high value service, and I think that is one thing that drives up cost in the fee-for-service system and also drives patients and physicians away from low cost, high value services. It might be better for everybody if they did not have these perverse incentives caused by the fee-for-service pricing system.

Mrs. BLACK. I think you are making the point for my concept here.

I want to go back to the risk adjustment model. I know we have talked a lot about that, but I would like to know, and especially from you, Mr. Wing, and probably you, Dr. Burnich, as well, what you seek. Obviously we do have to take a look at these frail patients and make sure that we are reimbursing for the true care and the nature of taking care of that patient, but can you give me an idea about long term, what you think we should do about proper payment to be sure that we are taking care of these patients adequately and also making sure that we are reimbursing the care providers for the services that are provided?

Mr. Wing.

Mr. WING. Sure. Well, I think that one of our first recommendations, and it is from Medpac. Mark Miller consistently talks about the slowness of the HCC model to correctly and accurately address
members with chronic illnesses, and if we take a look at what is ailing America, it is seniors with multiple chronic conditions.

So I did a survey about the large national plans to just take a look at why are they not investing or are they investing in C–SNPs like SCAN, and they are all fine companies, but if you take a look at United or the Humanas, the WellPoints, the Signas, there is only one that has close to five percent of their membership, and this is as of March of this year, that are in chronic special needs plans, and that is United who bought XLHealth a couple of years ago.

I believe most of these plans are publicly traded. They are really smart people, but the economic incentives, because of the slowness of the agency model for chronically ill members is this is not good business.

We need an agency model to encourage all of us to go after those seniors with two, three, four, five, six or more chronic illnesses. That is where the 92 percent of the spending is.

Mrs. BLACK. Doctor?

Dr. BURNICH. I would agree with those statements.

The other thing, aside from risk is really understanding outcomes. You know, what is the output of the decisions and procedures and testing that are done by physicians with patients?

And our industry as a whole is very poor at longitudinal outcomes. We track more process metrics than anything. So when somebody gets coronary artery bypass grafting, do we know that it really gave them a better quality of life for the next X number of years or did they really live longer?

You know, one thing that I think has gotten abused, and there is literate to support it, was all of the stenting of patients. I actually got called down to the OR one day by my old chief resident who was the Chief of Surgery. He had the patient’s chest open, and he said, “Jeff, take a look.”

And I thought, you know, he was asking me one of these trick questions. He said what do I see, and I could not distinguish the coronary anatomy because there were 27 metal stents in this patient. So you know, that kind of overuse and abuse, we are not tracking that, and we have really got to get transparent with the output of what physicians do.

Mrs. BLACK. Absolutely. Transparency is a big part of this.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman BRADY. Thank you.

I want to thank all of our witnesses for expert testimony today and for the detailed discussion of the current status and future of private health plans and Medicare.

Clearly significant cuts are on the horizon for the Medicare Advantage Program in 2015 and beyond, as Mr. Book analyzed, $3,700 per senior by 2017. Seniors have a right to be concerned about what will happen to the health care plan they depend upon?

I just remind any member wishing to submit a question for the record will have 14 days to do so, and if any questions are submitted to the witnesses, I ask that you respond in a timely manner.

With that, this Subcommittee—yes, sir.

Mr. MCDERMOTT. May I ask unanimous consent to enter in the record a GAO study entitled “Medicare Advantage Specialty Needs
Plans Are More Profitable on Average Than Plans Available to All Beneficiaries,” an article from the paper which says, “Despite cuts, Medicare Advantage enrollment ensures stocks still surging,” and three articles that say “Paul Ryan budget keeps Obama Medicare cuts Full Stop” from the Washington Post.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman BRADY. Since none of them relate to the issue, they will be inserted as submitted.

[The information follows:]
sense that the health plan is really concerned about their quality of care," Kennedy said.

The four-star rating (on a scale of 1-5) allows EmblemHealth to receive bonus payments from the CMS at a time of heightened rate pressure on Medicare Advantage plans. The bonuses typically amount to an increase of a couple of percentage points—$281 per enrollee in 2012, according to the Kaiser Family Foundation. That amount can make the difference between profit and loss in a narrow-margin business.

Despite widespread projections that Medicare's reduced payments to Advantage plans mandated by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act would lead to enrollment reductions, private Medicare plans are booming. Currently, there are nearly 15.9 million seniors enrolled in Advantage plans, compared with 11.4 million in 2010, an increase of almost 40%. Nearly one-third of all Medicare beneficiaries now are enrolled in Advantage plans, with roughly two-thirds of them opting for HMO products.

The Congressional Budget Office projects Advantage enrollment will hit 21 million by 2023.

**MH Takeaways**

Defying predictions, Medicare Advantage enrollment continues to grow rapidly, benefiting the nation's large insurers most.

The growing significance of Advantage revenues helps explain why the insurance industry has fought so fiercely against proposed cuts to the program. In February, the CMS released proposed payment policies for 2016, with most analysts projecting the updated policies would lead to a 3% to 5% cut to health plans if enacted. The final 2016 payment policies will be released on April 7.

Despite the threat of cuts, insurers see Medicare Advantage as a very desirable business, given that the average Medicare payment per plan beneficiary is roughly
$10,000 a year, much higher than premiums in the under-65 market. Last year, the federal government spent $146 billion on the program, according to the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission. Per-beneficiary spending on Advantage enrollees remains 6% higher than in the traditional Medicare fee-for-service program.

The market is mostly dominated by large, publicly traded companies, though not-for-profit Kaiser Permanente is one of the leaders. Humana and UnitedHealth Group had roughly 6 million Advantage customers combined at the close of open enrollment for 2014.

More than 80% of Medicare beneficiaries around the country had access to a Humana Medicare plan, while nearly 70% had access to a UnitedHealth plan, according to the Kaiser Family Foundation. Aetna, Cigna and WellPoint combined have more than 2 million additional Advantage enrollees. Together, those five plans control more than half the Advantage market, while Kaiser Permanente has roughly 1.2 million Medicare enrollees. No other plan has more than 400,000 customers.

Many of these key players have boosted their market share in recent years through acquisitions. Humana President and CEO Bruce Broussard expected the trend toward consolidation to continue. “The barriers to entry are going up,” Broussard during an appearance last month at the Barclays Global Healthcare Conference. “I think the smaller plans will continue to be at a disadvantage over time.”

Humana’s business is dominated by Medicare Advantage. In 2013, the company reported $27 billion in payments from the program, or two-thirds of its total revenues. That was up slightly from 2012, when 63.5% of revenues came from the Advantage program.

America’s Health Insurance Plans has waged a vigorous lobbying and advertising campaign warning that the ACA-driven cuts will force plans to reduce benefits and hike out-of-pocket costs, including premiums and copayments. That’s potent stuff in a congressional election year when seniors are expected to make up a disproportionate share of voters.

“When you introduce premiums to beneficiaries who are used to zero dollar premium products, or increase premiums in general, there are negative implications. Many Medicare beneficiaries are on fixed incomes, and any changes in premiums impact them,” said Fran Soistman, Aetna’s executive vice president of government services. “So many of these Medicare beneficiaries are on fixed incomes.”

So far, though, there’s little evidence that premiums have spiked as a result of spending reductions included in the ACA. The average monthly Advantage premium for 2014 is $49, according to the Kaiser Family Foundation, down from $51 in 2013. But caps on out-of-pocket costs have increased by more than 10% for 2014, to an average of $4,797.

To keep costs down, Advantage plans have moved to narrow their provider
networks. UnitedHealth sparked an uproar among seniors and physicians last fall when it sharply pared back its networks, which caused some customers to lose access to their doctors. That led to lawsuits in Connecticut and New York challenging the insurer’s authority to terminate doctors without sufficient notice.

The payment reductions included in the ACA were designed to bring the per-beneficiary cost of the program in line with traditional Medicare and to help fund premium subsidies for consumers in the Obamacare insurance exchanges. In 2009, Medicare spent about 14% more on Advantage enrollees, according to MedPAC. It’s projected that Advantage members still will cost 2% more in 2017, according to the Commonwealth Fund.

At the time of the ACA’s passage, the CBO projected payment reductions would result in 7 million fewer seniors enrolling in Advantage plans by 2019. But the opposite happened. Demographics explain part of the big enrollment increase. Roughly 10,000 baby boomers are becoming eligible for Medicare every day, and that generation is accustomed to managed-care health plans with limited provider networks. Roughly half of all new Medicare beneficiaries are opting for Advantage plans.

Humana’s 2014 enrollment growth was significantly greater than anticipated. The Louisville, Ky.-based company saw its Advantage membership increase by roughly 15% over 2013, to nearly 2.8 million, according to research and consulting firm Avalere Health. That was more than three times the growth rate for UnitedHealth, and it represented roughly a quarter of all new private Medicare enrollees. Humana declined to comment for this article.

But some analysts warn that growth isn’t necessarily a sign of financial strength. In February, GII Research downgraded Humana’s stock to sell status. Its analysts cautioned that Humana seemed to have picked up many higher-risk, costlier beneficiaries in the Florida market who had been shed by UnitedHealth in its efforts to control costs by shrinking its networks. “Growing much faster than the rest of the industry rarely ends well in managed care,” the analysts said.

UnitedHealth’s decision to tighten its networks is a likely reason for Humana’s enrollment boom, said Jay Wolfson, a professor at the University of South Florida. He agreed that Humana likely picked up many UnitedHealth refugees in Florida. “Many (seniors) decided that they wanted to change, either to remain with their physician or because they were angry with UnitedHealth and wanted out,” Wolfson said.

**Aetna’s business doubles**

http://www.aedhealthcare.com/article/2014-09-05/MAGAZINE/20140905/article-1
Aetna, Cigna and WellPoint's respective acquisitions have also strengthened their presence in the Advantage market. Aetna's Advantage business has more than doubled since its $5.7 billion acquisition of Coventry Health Care was completed last year. The Hartford, Conn.-based company now has more than 1 million Advantage enrollees.

Cigna completed its acquisition of HealthSpring for $8.8 billion in 2012, adding 340,000 Advantage enrollees. That has led to a tenfold increase in the Bloomfield Conn.-based company's Medicare business in the past three years. WellPoint's 2011 acquisition of CareMore Health Group bolstered its Advantage business in California, Arizona and Nevada, adding more than 50,000 customers.

In the next tier of competitors, WellCare Health Plans boosted enrollment by 35.4% in 2014. In January, the Tampa, Fla.-based company completed acquisition of Windsor Health Group, which added Advantage customers in four states. Last October, WellCare announced it was expanding plan offerings to Medicare beneficiaries in Arizona, California and Kentucky.

Some hospital systems also are eyeing the Medicare Advantage market. New York City's Mount Sinai Hospital recently announced that it will launch its own Advantage plan next year, and Wolfson said other providers are weighing similar moves.

But critics say that few hospital systems have the insurance expertise to succeed in running their own Advantage plans, and that they haven't done well with such endeavors in the past;

To boost payments, health plans have worked on improving their star ratings. Starting in 2015, only plans that receive at least four stars will be eligible for CMS bonuses. This year, 38% of Advantage plans received at least four stars, up from 28% in 2013, according to an analysis by HealthPocket, an online insurance broker. More than a third of Humana's Advantage plans received at least four stars in 2014, compared with 20% for UnitedHealth.

Health plans are warning of dire consequences if the CMS implements its proposed cuts when it announces its final 2015 rates on April 7. But the credibility of AHP on the issue has been weakened by its previous inaccurate predictions about how rate reductions would undermine the Advantage program.

Further undercutting those warnings, investors have reacted bullishly since the CMS announced its proposed payment policy Feb. 21. The five publicly traded companies with the largest number of Advantage enrollees have seen their stock prices rise by at least 6% since then.
But Sheryl Skolnick, a managing director with CRT Capital Group who tracks insurance stocks, said she doesn’t think the upbeat investor reaction necessarily shows that insurers are crying wolf. “It’s almost as if Wall Street has willfully disregarded all of the warnings, which is never a smart thing to do,” she said.

Follow Paul Domko on Twitter: @MHPDomko
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December 19, 2013

The Honorable Sander M. Levin
Ranking Member
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives

Medicare Advantage: Special Needs Plans Were More Profitable, on Average, than Plans Available to All Beneficiaries in 2011

Dear Mr. Levin:

In 2011, the federal government paid approximately $124 billion to Medicare Advantage (MA) organizations—entities that offer a private health plan alternative to Medicare fee-for-service (FFS). The private plans offered by MA organizations are generally available to all Medicare beneficiaries in the plans’ service areas, although there are some MA plans with more specific eligibility requirements. For example, the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003 authorized the establishment of special needs plans (SNPs) that exclusively serve Medicare beneficiaries in one of three classes of special needs: (1) beneficiaries dually eligible for Medicaid, (2) beneficiaries with severe or disabling chronic conditions, or (3) institutionalized beneficiaries. As of November 2011, approximately 1.4 million beneficiaries, or about 12 percent of all beneficiaries enrolled in MA, were in SNPs.

Medicare payments to SNPs tend to be higher than payments to other MA plans, in part, because the beneficiaries enrolled in SNPs are generally in poorer health and are expected to use more health services relative to enrollees in other MA plans. However, even after accounting for differences in relative health status, payments to SNPs were higher in 2011, on average, than payments to the average MA plan. The Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) reported in March 2011 that payments to SNPs for 2011 were projected to be, on average, 113 percent of FFS costs for a like set of beneficiaries enrolled in Medicare FFS. In contrast, the payments for all MA plans—including SNPs—were projected to be, on average, 110 percent of costs for a like set of beneficiaries enrolled in Medicare FFS.

Earlier this year, you asked us to provide information on how MA organizations’ self-reported actual expenses and profits compared to their projections for all MA plans, including SNPs. To address this, we examined how MA organizations’ actual expenses for 2011—the most recent year for which data were available at the time of your request—compared to the organizations’ projections for the same year. This information will be contained in a forthcoming report.

You asked us to provide additional information about how SNPs allocated the payments they received to medical expenses, nonmedical expenses (such as marketing, sales, and administration), and profits, and how these allocations compared to those made by MA

plans available to all beneficiaries. In this report, we examined the extent to which actual expenses and profits in 2011 differed, if at all, between SNPs and MA plans available to all beneficiaries. On November 27, 2013, we presented our findings to committee staff (see enc. 1).

To report actual 2011 medical expenses, nonmedical expenses, and profits for SNPs and MA plans available to all beneficiaries, we analyzed 2013 bid data, which MA organizations submitted to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) in 2012 and which include MA organizations’ actual experience for 2011. For our analyses of SNPs and plans available to all beneficiaries, we excluded (1) plans that were not included in both an MA organization’s 2011 and 2013 bids, (2) regional preferred provider organizations (PPO), (3) plans that had values equal to zero for per member per month (PMPM) total revenue, PMPM medical expenses, PMPM nonmedical expenses, or total member months, and (4) Part D benefits.

For our analyses of MA plans available to all beneficiaries, we also excluded (1) SNPs, (2) employer group plans, and (3) plans with fewer than 24,000 member months (equivalent to 2,000 beneficiaries enrolled for a full year). After all exclusions, our analysis of plans available to all beneficiaries included 691 plans, which enrolled the equivalent of approximately 7.0 million beneficiaries—62 percent of the total MA enrollment in plans available to all Medicare beneficiaries in 2011.

For our analyses of SNPs, we also excluded (1) MA plans available to all Medicare beneficiaries, (2) employer group plans, and (3) SNPs with fewer than 24,000 member months. After all exclusions, our SNP analysis included 121 plans, which enrolled the equivalent of approximately 1.0 million beneficiaries—71 percent of the total SNP enrollment in 2011.

2Profits refer to plans’ remaining revenue after medical expenses and nonmedical expenses are paid. In certain circumstances, a plan may have a negative profit, meaning that the plan’s revenue is less than its combined medical and nonmedical expenses.

3In some cases, plans available in 2011 were consolidated with other plans by 2013 or the plans were closed and the enrollees were expected to primarily be enrolled in other plans offered by the MA organizations in 2013. In either of these situations, MA organizations may have reported data in their 2013 bids that reflected the combined actual expenses and profits for more than one plan. The bid data were not structured in a way that allowed us to disaggregate the expenses and profits by plan in these cases. As a result, we assigned the expenses and profits reported on the bid to the plan that submitted the bid.

4CMS is the agency that administers the Medicare program.

5We used similar exclusions for this report and our forthcoming report on how MA organizations’ actual and projected expenses and profits changed in 2011. We required plans to be included in both 2011 and 2013 bids to ensure that we had reliable data on MA organization’s projected and actual expenses and profits for 2011.

6Beneficiaries in PPOs can see both in-network and out-of-network providers but pay higher cost-sharing amounts if they use out-of-network services. Regional PPOs serve state or multistate regions established by CMS. We excluded regional PPOs from our analysis because of differences in the way such plans are paid by Medicare.

7Medicare Part D provides coverage for outpatient prescription drugs to beneficiaries purchasing such coverage. MA plans may provide coverage for Medicare Part D benefits and bid separately to offer this coverage.

8Employer group plans are MA plans offered by employers or unions to their Medicare-eligible retirees and Medicare-eligible active employees, as well as to Medicare-eligible spouses and dependents of participants in such plans.

9We excluded plans with fewer than 24,000 member months because CMS officials stated that they do not consider data from these plans to be fully credible.
To determine how SNPs and plans available to all beneficiaries allocated their revenues, we calculated enrollment-weighted profits, medical expenses, and nonmedical expenses. We examined the distribution of profit margins among SNPs and MA plans available to all beneficiaries. We also examined SNPs’ profits and expenses by the type of SNP (D-SNP, chronic condition SNP (C-SNP), and institutional SNP (I-SNP)). Using publicly available county-level MA enrollment and benchmark data from CMS, we stratified our analysis by whether a plan had a high or low enrollment-weighted average benchmark. We defined an enrollment-weighted average benchmark as low if it was equal to or below the enrollment-weighted average benchmark for MA plans in our analysis that were available to all beneficiaries. Similarly, we defined an enrollment-weighted average benchmark as high if it was above that threshold. To determine whether differences between SNPs and plans available to all beneficiaries varied on the basis of plan characteristics, we stratified our analysis by plan type. Specifically, we compared SNPs and plans available to all beneficiaries that were health maintenance organizations (HMOs) or PPOs. We excluded private fee-for-service (PFFS) plans from this analysis because there are no SNPs with a PFFS plan type. We also performed several analyses after excluding SNP plans located in Puerto Rico. The MA market in Puerto Rico has some unusual characteristics, such as having benchmarks that are substantially higher relative to Medicare FFS than other areas of the United States.

The results we report are for 2011 and may not be representative of or generalizable to other years. We took several steps to ensure that the data used to produce this report were sufficiently reliable. Specifically, we assessed the reliability of the CMS data used by reviewing our previous work on MA bids, examining data documentation, and analyzing the data for obvious errors. We determined that the data were sufficiently reliable for the purposes of our study.

We conducted this performance audit from November 2013 through December 2013 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

In summary, we found that SNPs reported having higher profit margins and spending a lower percentage of total revenues on medical expenses, on average, than plans available to all beneficiaries in 2011. SNPs also had higher profit margins, on average, and reported spending a lower percentage of total revenues on medical expenses relative to plans available to all beneficiaries regardless of the type of SNP (D-SNP, C-SNP, or I-SNP); whether the plan had a high or low enrollment-weighted benchmark; or the type of plan (HMO or PPO).

A benchmark is the maximum amount Medicare will pay plans to serve an average beneficiary. Benchmarks vary on the basis of plans’ service areas. CMS’s publicly available county-level MA enrollment data do not include enrollment counts for counties in which a plan has 10 or fewer enrollees. Because of this exclusion, we used approximately 98 percent and 93 percent of our SNP population and population in plans available to all beneficiaries, respectively, to calculate benchmark weights.

Beneficiaries in HMOs generally are restricted to seeing providers within a network.

Beneficiaries enrolled in PFFS plans generally may see any provider that accepts the plan’s payment terms; however, since 2011, these plans generally have been required to maintain a network of contracted providers, and beneficiaries that see out-of-network providers may pay higher cost-sharing amounts.
Agency Comments

We requested comments from CMS, but none were provided.

As agreed with your office, unless you publicly announce the contents of this report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 30 days from the report date. At that time, we will send copies to the Secretary of Health and Human Services, interested congressional committees, and others. In addition, the report will be available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact me at (202) 512-7114 or cosgrovej@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. In addition to the contact named below, individuals making key contributions to this report include Christine Brudevold, Assistant Director; Sandra George; Gregory Giusto; Brian O’Donnell; and Elizabeth T. Morrison.

Sincerely yours,

James Cosgrove
Director, Health Care
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MEDICARE ADVANTAGE: Special Needs Plans Were More Profitable, on Average, than Plans Available to All Beneficiaries in 2011

Briefing to staff of the House Committee on Ways and Means

November 27, 2013 (updated)
Introduction

- In 2011, the federal government paid approximately $124 billion to Medicare Advantage (MA) organizations—entities that offer a private health plan alternative to Medicare fee-for-service (FFS).

- The health plans offered by MA organizations are generally available to all Medicare beneficiaries in the plans' service areas, although there are some MA plans with more specific eligibility requirements. For example, the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003 authorized the establishment of special needs plans (SNP) that exclusively serve Medicare beneficiaries in one of three classes of special needs: (1) beneficiaries dually eligible for Medicaid, (2) beneficiaries with severe or disabling chronic conditions, or (3) institutionalized beneficiaries.\(^1\)

- As of November 2011, approximately 1.4 million beneficiaries, or about 12 percent of all beneficiaries enrolled in MA, were enrolled in SNPs.

---

GAO

Introduction (cont.)

- Medicare payments to SNPs tend to be higher than payments to other MA plans, in part, because beneficiaries enrolled in SNPs generally are in poorer health and are expected to use more health services relative to enrollees in other MA plans.

- However, even after accounting for differences in relative health status of beneficiaries enrolled in SNPs and in the average MA plan, payments to SNPs were higher in 2011, on average.
  - The Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) reported in March 2011 that payments to SNPs for 2011 were projected to be, on average, 113 percent of FFS costs for a like set of beneficiaries enrolled in Medicare FFS.
  - In contrast, the payment for all MA plans—including SNPs—was projected to be, on average, 110 percent of costs for a like set of beneficiaries enrolled in Medicare FFS.
Introduction (cont.)

- At the time of your request for this work, little was known about how SNPs allocated the payments they received to medical expenses, nonmedical expenses, and profits, or how these allocations compared to those made by MA plans available to all beneficiaries.

Profits refer to plans' remaining revenues after medical expenses and nonmedical expenses are paid. In certain circumstances, a plan may have a negative profit, meaning that the plan's revenues are less than its combined medical and nonmedical expenses.
Objective

This report examines the extent to which actual expenses and profits in 2011 differed, if at all, between SNPs and MA plans available to all beneficiaries.
GAO

Scope and Methodology

- To report actual 2011 medical expenses, nonmedical expenses, and profits for SNPs and
  MA plans available to all beneficiaries, we analyzed 2013 bid data, which MA organizations
  submitted to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) in 2012 and which
  included MA organizations' actual experience for 2011.

- For both our analysis of SNPs and plans available to all beneficiaries, we excluded
  o plans that were not included in both an MA organization's 2011 and 2013 bids;
  o regional preferred provider organizations (PPOs);^3
  o plans that had values equal to zero for per member per month (PMPM) total revenue,
    PMPM medical expenses, PMPM nonmedical expenses, or total member months; and
  o Part D benefits.4

^3Enrollees in PPOs can use both in-network and out-of-network providers but pay higher cost-sharing amounts if they use out-of-
  network services. Regional PPOs serve states or multistate regions established by CMS. We excluded regional PPOs from our
  analysis because of differences in the way such plans are paid by Medicare.

^4Medicare Part D provides coverage for outpatient prescription drugs to beneficiaries purchasing such coverage. MA plans may
  provide coverage for Medicare Part D benefits and bill separately for this coverage.
Scope and Methodology (cont.)

- For our analysis of plans available to all Medicare beneficiaries, we excluded
  - SNP's;
  - employer group plans; and
  - plans with fewer than 24,000 member months (equivalent to 2,000 beneficiaries enrolled for a full year).

- After all exclusions, our analysis of MA plans available to all beneficiaries included 691 plans, which enrolled the equivalent of approximately 7.0 million beneficiaries—62 percent of the total MA enrollment in plans available to all Medicare beneficiaries in 2011.

*Employer group plans are MA plans offered by employers or unions to their Medicare-eligible retirees and Medicare-eligible active employees, as well as to Medicare-eligible spouses and dependents of participants in such plans.
Scope and Methodology (cont.)

- For our analysis of SNPs, we excluded:
  - MA plans available to all beneficiaries;
  - employer group plans; and
  - SNPs with fewer than 24,000 member months.

- After all exclusions, our SNP analysis included 121 plans, which enrolled the equivalent of approximately 1.0 million beneficiaries—71 percent of the total SNP enrollment in 2011.

- We examined the distribution of profit margins for SNPs and MA plans available to all beneficiaries.6

- We also examined SNPs’ profits and expenses by the type of SNP—dual-eligible SNP (D-SNP), chronic condition SNP (C-SNP), and institutional SNP (I-SNP).

---

6Throughout the report, we calculate profit margins by dividing profits by total revenues.
Scope and Methodology (cont.)

- Using CMS’s publicly available county-level MA enrollment and benchmark data, we also stratified our analysis by whether a plan had a high or low enrollment-weighted average benchmark.
  - We defined an enrollment-weighted average benchmark as low if it was equal to or below the enrollment-weighted average benchmark for MA plans in our analysis that were available to all beneficiaries and as high if it was above that threshold.

- To determine whether differences between SNPs and plans available to all beneficiaries varied on the basis of plan characteristics, we stratified our analysis by plan type. Specifically, we compared SNPs and plans available to all beneficiaries that were health maintenance organizations (HMOs) or PPOs. We excluded private fee-for-service (PFFS) plans from this analysis because there were no SNPs with a PFFS plan type.7

- We also performed several analyses after excluding SNPs located in Puerto Rico. The MA market in Puerto Rico has some unusual characteristics, such as having benchmarks that are substantially higher relative to Medicare FFS than other areas of the United States.

---

7Beneficiaries in HMOs generally are restricted to seeing providers within a network. Beneficiaries enrolled in PFFS plans generally may see any provider that accepts the plan’s payment terms; however, since 2011, these plans generally have been required to maintain a network of contracted providers, and beneficiaries that see out-of-network providers may pay higher out-of-pocket amounts.
Scope and Methodology (cont.)

- The results we report are for 2011 and may not be representative of or generalizable to other years.

- We took several steps to ensure that the data we used were sufficiently reliable. Specifically, we assessed the reliability of the CMS data we used by reviewing our previous work on MA bids, examining data documentation, and examining the data for obvious errors. We determined that the data were sufficiently reliable for the purposes of our study.

- We conducted this performance audit from November 2013 through December 2013 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
Background

- Payments for SNPs and MA plans available to all beneficiaries are based in part on the relationship between MA organizations' plan bids—their projection of the revenue required to provide beneficiaries with services that are covered under Medicare FFS—and a benchmark—the maximum amount Medicare will pay plans to serve an average beneficiary and which may vary based on plans' service areas.
  - If an MA organization's bid is higher than the benchmark, the organization must charge beneficiaries a premium to collect the amount by which the bid exceeds the benchmark.
  - If an MA organization's bid is lower than the benchmark, the organization receives the amount of the bid plus additional payments, known as rebates, equal to a percentage of the difference between the benchmark and the bid. MA organizations are required to use rebates to provide additional benefits, such as dental or vision services, reduce cost-sharing, reduce premiums, or some combination of the three.
- CMS adjusts payments to MA organizations to account for differences in projected and actual enrollment, beneficiary residence, and health status.
Results

- SNPs had higher profit margins and reported spending a lower percentage of total revenues on medical expenses, on average, than MA plans available to all beneficiaries in 2011.
- SNPs also had higher profit margins and reported spending a lower percentage of total revenues on medical expenses relative to plans available to all beneficiaries regardless of:
  - the type of SNP plan (dual-eligible, chronic condition, or institutional);
  - whether the plan had a high or low enrollment-weighted benchmark; or
  - the type of plan (HMO or PPO).
SNPs were more profitable than MA plans available to all beneficiaries

Compared to plans available to all beneficiaries, SNPs had substantially higher profit margins and reported spending a lower percentage of total revenue on medical expenses.

SNPs received higher total revenue per beneficiary than plans available to all beneficiaries, which could be, in part, because beneficiaries enrolled in such plans may have greater health care needs (see table 1).

After excluding SNPs in Puerto Rico, the average profit margin for SNPs fell from 6.6 percent to 7.5 percent, but remained substantially higher than the 4.6 percent average profit margin for plans available to all beneficiaries.

### Table 1: Actual Expenses and Profits for Special Needs Plans and Plans Available to All Beneficiaries, 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Special needs plans</th>
<th>Plans available to all beneficiaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage of revenue</td>
<td>Amount per beneficiary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical</td>
<td>82.7%</td>
<td>$3,201,111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>$1,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DME</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total revenue</td>
<td>91.5%</td>
<td>$3,401,501</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CMS data as of 2016.

Note: Data for plans available to all beneficiaries include 157 plans, which represent the population of approximately 12 million Medicare Advantage beneficiaries. Only plans with at least 10% of enrollees with special needs were included. Plans identified as containing residents of Puerto Rico were excluded from this table. The data represent the baseline year for the 2010 CMS Special Needs Plan (SNP) demonstration project.
SNPs were more profitable than MA plans available to all beneficiaries (cont.)

Twenty-three percent of beneficiaries enrolled in SNPs were in plans with profit margins of 15 percent or higher, while only 6 percent of beneficiaries enrolled in plans available to all beneficiaries were enrolled in plans with profit margins of 15 percent or higher (see Table 2).

The median plan-level profit margin for SNPs was 7.1 percent, compared to 3.2 percent for plans available to all beneficiaries.

Table 2: Distribution of Profit Margins for Special Needs Plans (SNP) and Plans Available to All Beneficiaries, 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profit Margin</th>
<th>Number of Beneficiaries (in millions)</th>
<th>Percentage of Beneficiaries</th>
<th>Median Profit Margin</th>
<th>Percentage of Beneficiaries</th>
<th>Median Profit Margin</th>
<th>Percentage of Beneficiaries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-2.99%</td>
<td>225,000</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4.99%</td>
<td>140,000</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6.99%</td>
<td>106,000</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>200%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>200%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8.99%</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>300%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>300%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-9.99%</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>400%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>400%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%+</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>500%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>500%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CMS analysis of 2011 data.
Dual-eligible, chronic condition, and institutional SNPs were more profitable, on average, than MA plans available to all beneficiaries.

Table 3: Actuarial Expenses and Profits for Dual-Eligible, Chronic Condition, and Institutional Special Needs Plans, 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of revenue</th>
<th>Average per beneficiary</th>
<th>Total in billions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enrollment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incomes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Medical expenses       | 65%                     | $373,719          | $7.4
| Administrative expenses| 9%                      | $1,367            | 0.3
| Total revenue          | 74%                     | $376,086          | $7.7
| Total expenses         | 26%                     |                    | 0.3
| Total profits          | 74%                     |                    | 0.3
| Total losses           | 26%                     |                    | 0.3

Note: Data are as of June 2013.

Enrollment includes enrollees in both MA and dual eligible, chronic condition, and institutional plans. The total revenue for all plans is calculated as the sum of the revenue for all plans. The total expenses for all plans is calculated as the sum of the expenses for all plans. The total profits for all plans is calculated as the sum of the profits for all plans.
SNPs were more profitable than MA plans available to all beneficiaries, regardless of high or low benchmarks

On average, SNPs had higher profit margins and reported spending a lower percentage of their total revenue on medical expenses in both high and low benchmark areas compared to plans available to all beneficiaries (see table 4). After excluding SNPs in Puerto Rico, the average profit margin for low benchmark SNPs fell from 9.5 percent to 6.0 percent but remained substantially higher than the 3.5 percent average profit margin for plans available to all beneficiaries. The average profit margin remained the same for high benchmark SNPs after excluding SNPs in Puerto Rico.

### Table 4: Actual Expenses and Profits for Special Needs Plans and Plans Available to All Beneficiaries by High or Low Benchmarks, 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>High Benchmark</th>
<th>Low Benchmark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medical expenses</strong></td>
<td>35.0%</td>
<td>34.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pharmacy</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total revenue</strong></td>
<td>168,722</td>
<td>146,438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Profits</strong></td>
<td>14,118</td>
<td>12,290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total expenses</strong></td>
<td>1,743,714</td>
<td>1,574,646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: CMS analysis of CMS data.

Note: Data in this analysis are attributable to Medicare Advantage Plans. Data are from the operation of the Medicare Advantage Plans in 2011. SNPs make no claims about the accuracy, reliability, completeness, or timeliness of the data provided. The information contained in this document is not intended to be a substitute for the actual data. Any questions concerning the accuracy, reliability, completeness, or timeliness of the data should be directed to CMS.
SNPs were more profitable than MA plans available to all beneficiaries, regardless of plan type

For both HMOs and PPOs, SNPs, on average, had higher profit margins and reported spending a lower percentage of total revenue on medical expenses compared to plans available to all beneficiaries (see table 5).

After excluding SNPs in Puerto Rico, the average profit margin for HMO SNPs fell from 6.4 percent to 7.1 percent but remained substantially higher than the 5.0 percent average profit margin for HMOs available to all beneficiaries. The average profit margin remained the same for PPO SNPs after excluding SNPs in Puerto Rico.

Table 5. Actual Expenses and Profits for Special Needs Plans and Plans Available to All Beneficiaries by Type of Plan, 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plan Type</th>
<th>Before Exclusions</th>
<th>After Exclusions</th>
<th>Medical Expenses</th>
<th>Nonmedical Expenses</th>
<th>Net Profits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMO</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPO</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of CMS data.

Note: Data for some plans and plan providers include 2012 data, which enabled the calculation of approximately 71 percent of the data for 2011 plan expenses and medical payments. Data for plans that did not have 2011 plan expenses and medical payments are not included in the analysis. Plans that had less than 12 months of data were not included in the analysis. Plans that had less than 12 months of data were not included in the analysis. Plans that had less than 12 months of data were not included in the analysis.
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Paul Ryan's budget keeps Obama's Medicare cuts. Full stop.

By Ezra Klein  Aug 14, 2012  Follow @eklein

Since the Romney campaign wants to run against President Obama's cuts to Medicare, it's something of a problem for them that Paul Ryan's budget includes those very same cuts to Medicare. And so they've come up with a somewhat confused and confusing argument to distinguish the two plans.

Obama's cuts to Medicare are different because Ryan "keeps that money for Medicare to extend its longevity" while Obama "lets it go to pay for a new risky program of his own that we call Obamacare."

Ryan's budget keeps the cuts to Medicare cuts. (Photo: Reuters - Bloomberg)

This is essentially a misunderstanding of how budgeting works. Or, at the least, it's predicated on the intense misunderstanding of budgeting works.

What they're doing is switching between two questions very quickly. The first question is: "How much money are you cutting from Medicare?" The second question is: "How much overall deficit reduction is contained in your plan?" And the second question isn't getting answered.

Here's what everyone agrees on: Ryan and Obama include the same cuts to the Medicare program itself. So if you're an insurance company participating in the Medicare Advantage program, you're getting the same cut no matter who wins the election. So the answer to the first question is, "the same amount as the Obama administration."

What Romney/Ryan are saying is that they then take the money saved from those cuts to Medicare and put it toward deficit reduction while Obama takes that money and spends it on health care for poor people. The
Chairman BRADY. With that, the hearing is adjourned.  
[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]  
[Submissions for the Record follow:]
Statement for the Record
Subcommittee on Health
Committee on Ways and Means
U.S. House of Representatives
July 24, 2014

The Alliance of Community Health Plans (ACHP) appreciates the opportunity to submit a statement for the record for a hearing on the Medicare Advantage program conducted by the Health Subcommittee of the House Ways and Means Committee.

ACHP is a national leadership organization representing community-based and regional health plans and provider organizations. ACHP members provide coverage and care for more than 18 million Americans in the commercial market, for newly insured families through the exchanges, and for Medicare, Medicaid, and federal, state, and local public employees. Our members are not-for-profit health plans or subsidiaries of not-for-profit health systems. They share longstanding commitments to their communities, close partnerships with providers, and substantial investments in the innovative approaches and infrastructure necessary to provide health care that is coordinated, affordable and high quality.

Summary

ACHP would like to bring two issues to the Committee’s attention. First, a statutory cap on Medicare Advantage (MA) benchmarks that are used to set payment rates undermines an important Congressional policy decision that Medicare payment should promote high quality performance. We urge the Committee to amend the statute so that the benchmark cap does not act as a disincentive to achieving high quality care. Second, restrictions on Medicare payment for telehealth-based services increasingly limit the gains that beneficiaries could realize in maintenance of good health, treatment of disease, patient convenience and satisfaction, and access to care. The Committee should consider changes that would promote the use of electronic technologies in Medicare.

Medicare Advantage Benchmark Cap

ACHP strongly supports the Medicare Advantage program. Our member plans provide coverage to 2.2 million Medicare beneficiaries—14 percent of enrollees in private health plans. Beneficiaries across the country are embracing the program. Contrary to projections, there has been a remarkable growth of about one million beneficiaries per year, so that MA now constitutes 30 percent of Medicare beneficiaries. It is critical that the Committee’s action protect the improvements in health outcomes and financial performance that Medicare Advantage has realized.
percent of Medicare enrollment. Most observers believe that MA will continue to expand, as new
retirees are more comfortable with a managed approach to their care. They are likely to be
attracted as well to the idea of receiving services for a fixed monthly premium, rather than
incurring the greater financial exposure of fee-for-service payments in the traditional program.

Congress adopted a policy change of great significance when it decided that Medicare should
adopt value-based purchasing – or “pay for performance” – in the MA program. Building on the 5-
star rating system, which had been developed to enable consumers to compare plans in their area,
Congress authorized Quality Incentive Payments (QIP) to be made to MA plans at 4 stars and
above. Congress has also authorized value-based payment in the fee-for-service segments of the
program.

The 5-star rating system and the quality payments are based on widely accepted measures of
clinical quality and patient satisfaction, with the addition of measures of customer service and
compliance with CMS administrative requirements. This system is refreshed each year with
modifications to measures, introduction of new measures, or the retirement of measures on which
plans have achieved uniformly high levels of performance. The Quality Incentive Payment system
has worked as Congress intended: performance has improved so that approximately half of all MA
enrollees are now in plans rated at 4 stars and above. ACHP members have long been committed
to quality as a core element of their mission, and 7 of the 11 Medicare 5-star plans nationally are
ACHP members. Eighty-seven percent of Medicare enrollees in plans offered by ACHP members
are in 4.5 and 5 star plans.

The capitated payments to MA plans are determined by calculating a benchmark level for every
county and comparing the bids from each plan to the benchmark. If a plan is eligible for a quality
payment, it essentially raises the benchmark by 5 percent. The additional revenue available to the
4-star plans and above must be used to increase the benefits to enrollees.

We think it is unlikely that Congress would want to undermine the important step it took towards
value-based purchasing, but a separate provision of Medicare law could have that effect. In
adopting a new system of calculating the county benchmarks, Congress mandated that
benchmarks under the new methodology could not be greater than they would be if calculated
under the old methodology. This is called the benchmark “cap.” The crux of the problem that we
want to call to your attention is that the new Quality Incentive Payments were included in the
comparison of new vs. old benchmarks for calculating the cap, even though they were not part of
the old methodology.

The goal of reducing MA benchmarks to be more in line with local fee-for-service costs, as
Congress mandated, is being achieved. However, the benchmark cap, in some areas, reduces or
even eliminates the quality payment made for achieving a rating of 4 stars or above. As we noted,
because the quality payment is simply an increase in the benchmark, reducing the benchmark under the cap reduces or eliminates the increment achieved for a 4-star quality rating. In other words, the cap weakens the incentive to achieve 4 stars and go beyond that. We do not think that Congress intended to take away with one provision the significant policy change towards paying for value that it enacted in another provision.

The impact of the cap is felt particularly in rural counties and counties which received “floor” payments under the old methodology. Without going into details, these are counties that Congress previously determined would need a minimum payment level in order for MA plans to be viable in those areas. The impact on ACHP member plans is substantial. For example:

- Priority Health, based in Grand Rapids, MI expects a revenue loss of $28 million due to the revised benchmark calculation. Of that amount, $5.2 million, or 19 percent, is attributable to the effects of the cap. Further, of the $5.2 million reduction from the cap, Priority Health loses $4.2 million that it otherwise would have achieved for its rating as a 4.5 star Medicare plan. To reiterate, that loss is a loss in the value of benefits that Priority can offer to its beneficiaries.

- Security Health Plan, serving beneficiaries in Wisconsin, expects a revenue loss of $18.5 million due to the revised benchmark calculation. Of that amount, $7.6 million, or 41 percent, is attributable to the effects of the cap. Further, of that $7.6 million, Security loses $5.7 million that it otherwise would have achieved for its rating as a 4.5 star Medicare plan.

- Geisinger Health Plan, serving beneficiaries in Pennsylvania, expects a revenue loss of $32 million under the revised benchmark calculation. Of that amount, $14.3 million, or about 45 percent, represents the effects of the cap. And of that amount, Geisinger loses $8.6 million that it otherwise would have achieved as a 4.5 star plan and would have had available for benefits to Medicare enrollees.

The effects of the benchmark cap are exacerbated by the cumulative impact of a series of MA payment reductions mandated over the past several years. Reductions in the benchmarks, negative annual percentage updates to the capitated payment, significant negative adjustments for “coding intensity,” and certain changes to the risk adjustment model all have a substantial effect on revenue available to provide benefits. MA plans are committed to reducing costs where they are able to do so, but the magnitude and cumulative effect of these Medicare policy changes put plans in the position of considering reductions in benefits, available plan options, and service areas.

ACHP urges the Committee to amend the statute in order to mitigate the negative effects of the benchmark cap and the inclusion of the Quality Incentive Payments in the calculation.
Telehealth-Based Services

The second issue we would raise for Committee consideration is Medicare coverage for telehealth-based services, which some refer to as remote access technologies. A combination of statutory and regulatory restrictions currently inhibits the use of these technologies in both the traditional Medicare program and in MA. We believe there would be a benefit to a Committee hearing and further study of the issue, with the goal of making appropriate changes that enable Medicare enrollees to benefit from significant new strides in the use of telehealth.

ACHP members and many other health plans increasingly utilize remote access mechanisms to provide clinical care and strengthen coordination of services across settings; these efforts are enhanced by our members’ reliance on an electronic medical record. Health plans are using electronic visits, video technology, and remote monitoring to provide maintenance and preventive care for their enrollees, as well as diagnosis and treatment when it is clinically appropriate. Our members are finding very high enrollee satisfaction with this approach and no degradation in the quality of care: in fact, remote technologies provide the opportunity for improvements in the quality of care because they increase the amount of interaction between the patient and health care team and the information available on the patient’s health status.

ACHP believes that the appropriate approach for Medicare is to consider remote access technologies to be an alternative modality or complementary means of providing clinical services, and not a service itself. Telehealth is a different way of delivering an already covered service, whether that is a physician visit or preventive service. In other words, telehealth should not be seen as simply a supplement or complement to face-to-face encounters. Patients increasingly expect their health plans to provide the access to services and convenience that remote technologies facilitate. State Medicaid programs have recognized the advantages of telehealth-based services, providing at least some level of reimbursement, particularly for real-time interactive video visits. Many states also require commercial health plans to provide reimbursement for services provided via telehealth, although not necessarily at parity with services provided in person.

A key question for Committee consideration is whether the Medicare statute limits covered services to those provided in a physical location or prohibits covering services when the provider is remote from the patient. Another question is the extent to which requirements for traditional Medicare apply to the MA program. We believe that the MA program provides an ideal environment for testing how Medicare enrollees can benefit from telehealth-based services, because the capitated MA payment provides no incentive for overutilization of services.
Dramatic changes in the use of visits via email and video link, clinical advice lines, remote consultation by specialists, electronic medical records, monitoring devices, and other aspects of telehealth hold the promise of improving access to and timeliness of needed care, increasing communication between providers and patients, enhancing care coordination, maintaining health and treating many medical conditions. ACHP urges the Committee to consider appropriate changes that will position Medicare as a leader in promoting innovative clinical approaches using remote access technologies; that leadership would have a substantial impact on the entire delivery system.

ACHP thanks the Committee for considering our views and would be happy to provide additional information on these issues.
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This statement is submitted on behalf of the 1.6 million working and retiree members of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME) for the hearing held July 24, 2014 on the status of private health plans in Medicare and the Affordable Care Act (ACA).

AFSCME is proud of labor’s historic role in the creation of Medicare. Medicare provides what commercial health insurance companies did not, would not, and could not: affordable, adequate health coverage for America’s elderly population regardless of income or health status. Before the enactment of Medicare in 1965, only half the population age 65 and older had health insurance and, those who did have coverage, paid close to triple what younger people paid for premiums and other out-of-pocket costs. For nearly 50 years, Medicare has helped generations of Americans to keep a foothold in the middle class as they age.

Despite the reasons for the establishment of Medicare, Congress has nonetheless allowed private insurance companies to offer Medicare beneficiaries insurance policies that replace the benefits Medicare provides. Insurers are paid by Medicare to provide these benefits. Since the 1980s Medicare’s private insurance program has had several variations and has been called the Medicare Risk Program, Medicare+Choice and now Medicare Advantage (MA). By any name these are private insurance plans offered as a substitution for traditional Medicare. They are not a supplemental plan and do not have the guarantees inherent in traditional Medicare.

In calling for this hearing, Chairman Kevin Brady (R-TX) suggests that the ACA threatens private Medicare plans and the seniors who enroll in these plans. We are concerned that such claims distort facts and misinform seniors.

The Affordable Care Act protects seniors and Medicare from the worst abuses of private insurers.

In the years before the ACA, these private insurance companies preyed on seniors with abusive marketing and sales tactics, were inefficient, did not provide improved care to justify

1 State insurance departments, State Health Insurance Assistance Programs (SHIPs), and consumer advocacy organizations consistently reported that they received a disproportionately high number of complaints and found patterns of overly aggressive, deceptive and abusive marketing and sales practices related to Medicare private plans. National Association of Insurance Commissioners, Senior Issues Task Force, White Paper on Regulation of Medicare Private Plans
the excessive cost\(^1\) and were largely unregulated. Extra payments to Medicare Advantage plans, enacted as part of the Medicare Modernization Act of 2003, were contributing to projections of future shortfalls in the HI Trust Fund as well as adding to the costs of Part B for both Medicare and its beneficiaries.

The year before the enactment of the ACA, MA plans were being paid on average $1.14 for what it would cost traditional Medicare $1.00 for the same beneficiaries. These extra payments put added strain on the Medicare trust fund and beneficiaries’ budgets. In 2009, these extra payments meant an extra $1,280 per MA enrollee or $14 billion in higher aggregate payments from Medicare funds, and a couple with traditional Medicare paid $86 more in their Medicare premiums to fund these extra payments to insurance companies. From 2004 to 2009, these overpayments cost the Medicare program nearly $44 billion.

The ACA addresses these significant problems with the MA program and improves MA beneficiary protections.

- The ACA changed Medicare payments policies to reward high-value - not high-volume - care.
- The ACA changed how Medicare pays MA plans. It scaled back the overpayments and established policies so that the payments made to MA plans are close to payments and costs in traditional Medicare.
- The ACA makes changes to MA so that plan payments are done gradually and are phased in over nearly a decade so plans have time to adopt needed efficiencies.
- The ACA also forbids these private insurers from charging higher co-payments than traditional Medicare. This is particularly important to sicker beneficiaries.
- The ACA also stops MA plans from spending too much of premium dollars on overhead expenses, such as CEO salaries and perks, marketing, profits, administrative costs, and agent commissions. Insurers must use at least 85 cents out of every premium dollar to pay medical claims and provide activities that improve the quality of care.
- The ACA eliminates out-of-pocket costs for Medicare beneficiaries enrolled in MA plans or traditional Medicare for important preventive services, like mammograms, prostate cancer screenings, colonoscopies or key immunizations.
- The ACA sets up new initiatives to improve the quality of MA plans.

**The ACA strengthens Medicare and improves beneficiaries’ benefits.**

With the ACA, seniors now have more affordable access to medications through Medicare Part D. Thanks to the ACA’s required prescription drug discounts nearly 8 million people with Medicare have saved $10 billion on their medications. In 2021, the ACA ends the coverage gap for Medicare prescription drugs – known as the donut hole.

As mentioned previously, the ACA improved access to life-saving preventive services. Before the ACA, seniors had to pay part of the cost of recommended preventive screenings. This created a financial stumbling block for many seniors and prevented them from accessing key cancer screenings and immunizations. Now these and other preventive services have no

\(^1\) Department of Health and Human Services, *The Medicare Advantage Program in 2014 (April 2014).*
deductible or co-payment. Thanks to the ACA, some 37.2 million people with Medicare used at least one free preventive service last year.

Because of the ACA improvements affecting traditional Medicare and MA plans, the solvency of the Medicare Hospital Insurance Trust Fund has been extended by a decade, through 2026. And, many predict that the soon-to-be released 2014 Medicare Trustees Report will project additional years of solvency.

Medicare is an amazing success story and the ACA helps it to be even better for this and future generations.

Because of Medicare, older Americans have access to modern medicine no matter what their health status or individual income. Traditional Medicare’s guaranteed benefits protect seniors and their families from financial ruin due to illness or injury. Now, many of the significant problems with the system’s MA plans have been addressed by the ACA – making MA a better program for its participants and a better partner for Medicare. By curbing overpayments to insurers, the ACA is helping to rebuild fiscal solvency for the trust fund and has helped protect vulnerable beneficiaries from the predatory tactics of some insurance companies. The changes made by the ACA make Medicare stronger – both for current beneficiaries and for future generations.
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On behalf of Priority Health, I would like to thank Chairman Brady, Ranking Member McDermott and Members of the Health Subcommittee for holding a hearing on the Future of Medicare Advantage. I am pleased to have the opportunity to submit this statement on behalf of Priority Health. My testimony will include background on Priority Health as part of the Spectrum Health System, examples of how we work with our provider network to deliver high value care to our member beneficiaries, and a few of our concerns about the impact of the Medicare Advantage (MA) payment methodology, particularly the impact of the “benchmark cap” on the MA Quality Improvement (“5 Star”) program.

Priority Health is a Michigan-based non-profit health plan nationally recognized for improving the health and lives of its members. It continues to lead in engaging members in their health, delivering effective health and disease management programs and working with physicians to improve health care outcomes and performance. All of our Medicare Advantage plans have earned 4.5 stars from CMS for three consecutive years. Priority Health is one of only 20 health plans nationwide with wellness programs accredited by the National Committee for Quality Assurance, an organization that also rated our Medicare Advantage plans in the top 3% in the nation. Our portfolio of Medicare plans offers quality, affordable options to our more than 97,000 Michigan beneficiaries.

Priority Health is part of Spectrum Health System, the largest not-for-profit health care system in West Michigan. Our integrated health care system is dedicated to evidence-based, patient-centered medicine and patient safety. Together our quality is among the nation’s best, while our costs are among the nation’s lowest. Priority Health’s premiums rank in the lowest quartile when benchmarked against regional competitors.

Priority Health understands that health optimization is foundational and requisite to ensuring that our valued beneficiaries live well. We offer services that advance quality care for our members and go above and beyond traditional Medicare Fee-for-Service (FFS) offerings.
Our core purpose of "Improving the health and lives of our members" is brought to life through our medical management programs and systems of care in partnership with our network providers. By transforming the care model and attacking chronic illness, we have demonstrated improvements in population health. Our sophisticated population analytics inform us of subpopulations in need of alternative approaches to care, to more effectively address their unique concerns. Our innovative approaches to transforming care include:

- **Home-Based Primary Care** - This innovative initiative brings the care team into the homes of our patients who are at the far end of the population health continuum - the advanced chronically ill - and whose multiple medical conditions are complicated by functional and/or cognitive limitations that make it difficult for them to adequately access traditional ambulatory care in a physician's office. We have changed not only how the patient accesses their care, but provided a team-based model of care to meet all the needs of the patient. This is a fundamentally transformative way of delivering care that provides powerful insight into the holistic needs of the patient. This program has served over 200 patients since inception and we are now scaling this program across our network.

- **Post-Acute Care Transformation** - As the Committee knows, Medicare’s payment for services following hospitalization includes a great deal of waste, low-value care and, all too often, lack of coordination of services that result in readmissions. Across the health care landscape, post-acute care is responsible for the greatest degree of variation; a striking conclusion from the Institute of Medicine’s recent report on geographic variation in Medicare spending is that post-acute care is the largest driver of overall variation. The real impact of post-acute care reform lies in better coordination and improved evidence-based care. As a result, Priority Health is leveraging a predictive tool, in conjunction with clinical management and patient/family engagement, to ensure the right care in the right setting for the right amount of time. The results are optimized care and outcomes, reduced hospital re-admissions, and reduced avoidable skilled nursing rehab days. Additionally, performance metrics will promote greater clinical decision support to consumers, who will then be able to choose high performing skilled nursing settings based on quality and efficiency metrics—improving their engagement in the management of their care, and reducing the clinical and performance variability that is pervasive in this environment.

- **Clinical Decision Support via Advanced Care Planning** - Priority Health has been a leader in the advancement of the patient's voice regarding their goals, wishes, and preferences for care at the end of life. Our Plan Care Managers conducted a demonstration of this capability

---

that was recently published in the Journal of Palliative and Supportive Care ‘Telephonic advance care planning facilitated by health plan case managers’. Priority Health is working with, and providing incentives for, providers in our networks to promote this much needed conversation with our members, which in turn will promote a person-centered approach to health care decision making that respects the goals, wishes and preferences of our members for end of life care.

- Care Management (CM) competency and alignment with our providers - Although modern medicine has generated evidence-based treatment protocols that have eradicated illness and prolonged life expectancy, far too many people still struggle to live well with complex illness, often complicated by the social determinants of health. We are aligning our CM teams with Accountable Care Networks to build relationships and patient-centered plans of care that are transparent at all touch points. We are engaging our network partners in the design of the ideal model of care, sharing tools and resources to optimize the care experience, and collaborating in the development of a common care plan utilizing common technology platforms. This collaborative approach will permit excellence in care management across all settings and eliminate duplication and/or redundancy, while allowing CM to scale their solution to reach a larger percentage of patients in need.

A critical component in driving clinical value with our network of providers is through better economic alignment. We are transforming the care model by paying for value instead of volume (pay for value), which aligns the payer/provider relationship to advance this new equation. By promoting best practices and identifying waste in the system, we are working together to develop patient management innovations that create value in clinical care and drive quality outcomes at lower cost.

When Congress authorized Quality Incentive Payments for Medicare Advantage plans with 4 stars and above, it created a significant incentive for plans like Priority Health to further invest in the innovative approaches to care delivery and payer/provider alignment that have been critical to advancing care model transformation, much as it is attempting to do in the fee-for-service Medicare program. When an MA plan becomes eligible for a Quality Incentive Payment it can result in a 5% increase to their benchmark, thus incentivizing plans (and their provider partners) to continue to develop programs that result in improved care quality.

Congress also authorized a new methodology for calculating benchmarks, mandating that the benchmarks cannot be greater than what they would have been under the old benchmark methodology (thus creating a “cap”). Unfortunately these two policies are increasingly at odds, with the result that plans’ quality incentive payments are being eroded by the cap. The reduction in quality incentive payments makes it more difficult to (1) pass those savings on to our members in the form of lower premiums, (2) to provide more robust benefits and most importantly, (3) to
enhance our ability to make investments in innovations resulting in higher quality care. We don’t believe Congress intended the benchmark cap to act as a disincentive to achieving high quality care but that is now increasingly the effect.

We are concerned that the cap on the benchmarks to pre-ACA levels fails to recognize efforts to advance quality. We estimate that almost 60% of the counties in our service area are being capped and that over 25% of the counties in our service area will have no difference in benchmarks between a 5 star plan and a 2.5 star plan. As this is an issue that will be more regional in nature, it will have a more significant impact and cause greater uncertainty for smaller, state-based regional plans than national carriers, and may be more likely to cause disruption in rural areas where options are already limited for members.

Medicare Advantage plans have become a valued choice for beneficiaries. The steady rise in the percentage of beneficiaries that choose an MA plan year after year is evidence that these plans offer attractive, affordable, and high quality benefits. As the Baby Boomer generation ages into Medicare, MA plans will continue to experience significant growth. This generation is better acquainted with the benefits of managed care and has a higher propensity to choose an MA plan. They understand the benefit of having case and disease management, wellness, preventive care, coordination of care and added services like dental and vision care that are unavailable with traditional Medicare.

Medicare Advantage has also put in place incentives that drive quality outcomes by rewarding alignment between provider and plan. By working towards healthier outcomes, reducing costs, increasing satisfaction and promoting quality, MA plans will become the preferred plan of beneficiaries.

We hope this statement provides some valuable feedback on the impact that Medicare payment policy has on our ability to continue to invest in the innovative programs that are transforming the care model, improving care quality, and bolstering the long-term sustainability of both regional health plans like Priority Health and the entire health system. Thank you and we look forward to working together toward the continued advancement of improved care and better value for Medicare beneficiaries.
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On behalf of Senior Whole Health, I would like to thank Chairman Kevin Brady, Ranking Member Jim McDermott, and Members of the Health Subcommittee for holding a hearing on the Future of Medicare Advantage Health Plans and for the opportunity to submit testimony on this important topic. My written testimony will describe the impact of the health insurance fee, certain reductions in Medicare Advantage reimbursement that have been made, and the effect these policies will have on our ability to continue offering the full breadth of critical services to Medicare – and in some cases, Medicaid – enrollees.

Senior Whole Health is a Full-Integrated Dual Eligible Special Needs Plan (FiDESNP). We offer individualized, specialized, and vital services to Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries with the greatest health needs and least financial and societal resources. Our services ensure that thousands of beneficiaries are able to access and receive the care they need with a focus on community and home care needs to avoid institutionalization. This is what our members and their families want and we coordinate both the Medicare and Medicaid benefits on their behalf.

This whole-person, community-centered approach to care also saves money for the States where we provide these services. By providing in-home, preventative, and person-centered services, thousands of our enrollees are able to remain in their homes where they and their families want them to be. By keeping these people in their homes, the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts alone has realized savings of approximately $170 million per year, because the State is able to forego the high cost of institutionalized care in a large number of cases. We know this model can and should be replicated across more states – but existing and upcoming policy changes to the Medicare Advantage program may hurt the expansion of these efforts.

There are a few concerns that we have about policies that are affecting these programs:

1. The impact of the health insurance tax established under section 9010 of the Affordable Care Act (ACA); and

2. Reductions in the base Medicare Advantage rate.

Insurance Fee

Senior Whole Health is fully subject to the health insurance tax established under section 9010 of the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Section 9010 of the ACA imposes a new tax on health insurance issuers, with the amount of the tax to be determined based on the issuer’s share of net applicable premiums written for health insurance in the United States by applicable issuers in a given year. The first year’s tax payment is due to the Internal Revenue Service by September 30, 2014. Other Medicare Advantage plans, including non-profit Special Needs Plans (SNPs), were carved out under the ACA. Senior Whole Health – as a tax-paying organization – remains liable for the entirety of the added fee. Additionally, we, as a FIDESNP, do not and cannot charge our beneficiaries a premium. As such, we have no ability to recover this extra cost. At the same time, we cannot adjust benefits to account for the fee, as other plans may, because the majority of benefits we offer are required by law. At the same time, 100% of our revenue is derived from participation in the Medicare and Medicaid programs. While we believe this should afford us some degree of relief from the health insurance tax, the
statute does not permit us to be excluded—exclusively based on our tax-paying status. This also means that we have no private source of income to counterbalance the impact of persistent and often unpredictable statutory and regulatory payment reductions.

We strongly encourage the Committee to repeal this health insurance tax. At a minimum we ask that SNPs receiving 80% or more of their revenue from government programs be treated the same, regardless of our income tax-paying status. This would treat Senior Whole Health the same as entities exempted in Section 9010(c)(2)(C) of the Affordable Care Act. In its current form, this tax is only raising the costs of coverage for many Americans, including those who are very poor and very vulnerable and need the services provided.

Medicare Advantage Reductions

In the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services’ (CMS) final 2015 call letter, the Agency implemented regulatory updates to payments for Medicare Advantage plans that resulted in an effective rate cut of roughly 2.5% for contract year (CY) 2015. In light of existing and upcoming policies that will significantly add to our costs over the coming years, such as the health insurance tax, these regulatory cuts are increasingly difficult for Senior Whole Health.

These are not the only ways in which we are severely disadvantaged. Findings from a Milliman study indicate that, as a result of recent rate changes, Medicare Advantage plans overall are being paid roughly two percent less than fee-for-service (FFS) for high-risk/high-need beneficiaries, including dual eligibles. Given that our enrollees are, by definition, high-risk/high-need beneficiaries, this disparity disproportionately impacts Senior Whole Health, as compared to the average Medicare Advantage plan. We expect this disparity will persist—if not worsen—under the CY 2015 regulations.
Conclusion

For Senior Whole Health, the simultaneous implementation of these policies means that Senior Whole Health and its enrollees cannot sustain any further cuts without jeopardizing access to the care that our beneficiaries have come to rely on for their health, well-being, and quality of life.

We have encouraged Congress to repeal the health insurance tax – especially as a result of its impact on FIDESNPs. We cannot charge or increase premiums, we cannot reduce benefits, and we do not have private income to supplement the losses we are facing in the coming years. We again urge Congress to act on this proposal to ensure that we can continue providing quality, cost-effective, and critical services to the Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries that rely on us.

We also encourage CMS to ensure that all Medicare Advantage plans are paid no less than FFS rates for duals and other high-risk beneficiaries. Implementing such equity in rates would have a meaningful impact for SNPs – especially for Senior Whole Health, as we undertake the difficult task of balancing the ACA’s health insurance fee with our limitations on adjusting premiums or benefits.

We hope that this testimony provides insight into the impact that recently implemented and upcoming Medicare Advantage payment policies have on our ability to continue providing access to the critical services our beneficiaries rely on. Thank you and we look forward to working with all Members on these important issues.